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DIRECTOR'S FOREWORD

Computer technology continues to be a technology of rapid change.
Almost every day, we read about new products and new applications of
computers. As with all new, changing technologies, we also hear about
new problems related to computer use.

The Institute for_Computer Sciences and_Technology's_programs for
standards development, technical assistance, and research focus on
helping government and industry manage that change for improved
productivity, and on helping U.S. industry keep its technical lead in
international trade.

Voluntary computer standards are one of the most effective means for
managing change, Not long ago, a computer_industry_executive_said
that "without_standards, the computer_industry would be_in cllsos."
The_industry_recognizes_that standards help,to bring order to the
computer marketplace and to broaden the_market for computer products.
Without standards, users would also be in "chaos." The complexities
of computer systems, and their many interfaces betWeen usersi
programs, data, operating systems, hardware, and communications
systems make it difficult to link different_components_and_systems, to
exchange_information_between_different automated activities, and to
take full advantage of automation;

As a large computer user. the Federal government's requirements for
standards are similar to other large users. More than $15 billion is
spent annually on computer related activities by Federal departments
and agencies. While this is an enormous expense in itSelf, the
implications of faulty computer operations, waste, and inefficiency
are far reaching. Almost all Federal outlays and recordkeeping are
done by computers. Standards help to make these complex systems
manageable.

Standards are the potential unifying force for integrating isolated
and incompatible automated activities. Many organizations have made
large investments in small computers for individual applications.
Microcomputers and 1large mainframe computers serve other
organizational needs. Yet tylng these systems together for true
distributed processing is still a technical challenge.

User requirements to integrate existing automated systems are driving
changes in the standards process. Standards development can no longer
be segmented by technical issues addressed, by special user community
needs, and by organizations doing the standardS development. To be
effective, standards must meet international requirements and must
address large application systems, not individual components or
technologies. To achieve the integration of large, complex systems,



technology isi needed for testing products fn- conformance to
standards. _The_activities_of the_MAF/TOP_(Manufacturing_Automation
Protocol/Technical_and Office_Protocol) users and the Corporation for
Open Systems are examples of the new push for a_comprehensive and
consistent system of internationally accepted standards with a broad
systems perspective.

This roportihighlights some of ICST!_s activities_in_FY198Lincluding
work with the groups_that_are helping_to drive_the_development of
standards._ I believe that_we_have_had a_productive_year, and that our
work_has_contributed to more effective use of computers by government
and industry;

We have become much more effective in getting standards developed,
tested, and implemented because of the solid relationships that we
have established with users and with_industry, and_the talent and
resources that these_organizations have contributed to achieve common
goals. By continuing to work together, we can manage the process of
change to benefit the Federal government and the nation.

welcome your comments on our programs.

mes H. Burrows
Director
Institute_for Computer _

Sciences and Technology
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FYi 986 ACTIVITIES
In FY1986, ICST's direct Congressional appropriation was $9.657
million, supplemented by $900 thousand in funding for research. These
funds supported research, technical advice, and standards development
to advance the goals of the Department of Commerce and the U.S.
government: to maintain a U.S. competitive position in international
trade; to improve U.S. productivity; and to improve the management of
government and the delivery of services. Under its Organic Act, NBS
provides technical support to industry, academia, government, and the
general public. The Brooks Act, under which ICST carries out specific
computer-related activities, emphasizes Commerce's responsibility in
the area of computer applications in the Federal government.

To meet Federal needs for_coherent_and_compatibIe_standards, ICST
works_with_more_that_70_different committees_in national and
international_organizations; The range of issueivis_broad and
includm standards_for interfaces between all of the components of-
systems hardware, software,,communicatiOnsi and users; guidance inthe
development and use of application softwarei microcomputersiand office
systems; standard formatsi codesi an&media for_data_interchange,_data
inputi andidata-output; assessments_of_performance_and characteristics
of advance&technology;_and_computer_security_and risk_management;
Although all_of_these_program_areas_are_important to_improved
information processing,_ICST's_program priorities dictated more
emphasis in some areas than others.

During the past year, ICST continued to emphasize laboratory-based
activities that support the development of standards for complex
systems; the development of test and measurement methods; and
technology transfer and technical_assistance programs_ Many research
projects were_conducted in cooperation with industry guest scientists
and research associates who collaborated with ICST staff in developing
non-proprietary technology- About $1 million in equipment and
software has been donated to ICST by industry.

Standards play a significant role in the effective and widespread use
of computer technology by making it_possible to integrate_hardware,
software, and communications_systems and to exchange information
across_the_boundaries_of different systems. "Off-the-sheif" products
that implement standards help reduce the risks of investing in complex
systems like computers. Off-the-sbelf products are likely to be
supported for a long time, and they help to expand the marketplace for
new products. When markets are expanded, the costs of production can
be reduced, initially a benefit to the producer and ultimately to the
user.



Standards are needed not only for computer products themselves but
also for guiding how those products are used. Standard_practices_help
organizations more_fully_utilize_the_skills of_their_staff_members and
reduce_their_training_costs. When_an organization adopts a policy of
using_standard-programming languages, for example, programmers do not
have to relearn programming rules as they move from one job to
another. Organizations are prudent to use standard practices that
have been accepted by a wide community and that have withstood the
scrutiny of experts.

But_standards by themselves are not enough. They must be implemented
in products_that_work together. To achieve this, both buyers and
sellers need ways to test products to assure compatibility. Without
the tests, standards are simply paper specifications, and no one can
be sure that products are compatible. Many standarda projects
describe a function or a process and not a specific product; for
example, the Open Systems Interconnection (On) standards. In these
cases_; test methods are absolutely_essential to getting the standards
implemented_in products. Both buyers and sellers look to ICST as the
neutral expert to develop the testing methodology.

The continuing and expanding use of_computers throughout government
and the private sector was reflected in increased requests for
information, technical assistance and guidance. ICST_received44_
million in funding from other_Pederal_agencies_for_direct_technical_
assistance for specific projects. Agencies such as_the Department of
Defense,_the Department_of Energy, smd_NASA_received assistance in
solving technical problems dealing with computer security, software
engineering, data management technology, and_networking. These
projects provide ICST staff with_direct, in-depth experience in the_
application of_new technology and in evaluating the effectiveness of
standards and guidelines.

It FY1986 about_30_proposedi_completed; and_revised_Federal
Information_Processing_Standards (FIPS);_and information; research;
and_guidance_reports_were_issued. _Federal Information_Processing
Standards are_published_standards and guidelines,to aidiFederal:
agencies_in acquiring, using, and-managing computers and networks.
About 100 FIPS-and several-hundred other reports covering many aspects
of computer utilization and standards implementation are currently
available to government and industry._ In addition to_transferring
information via_pUblications_and reportsi_ICST also_participated in
cooperative_programs;_such_as_teleconferences; workshopsi_and__
laboratory experiments to share technology and information with
government and industry; Large national conferences; seminars and
workshops were held to identify problems and potential solutions in
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applying new technology_ ICST staff members participated in hundreds
of meetings briefing Federal agencies, user groups, and other
professional groups, and contributing to national and international
standards development groups.

Electronic bulletin boards were used to transfer information to
thousands of computer users with dial up capabilities. ICST sponsored
Federal user groups for data management and software maintenance, and
a Federal council for computer storage media standards and guidelines.
Information on the electronic bulletin boards and the user groups is
in the Appendix.

During the past year, ICST transferred an extensive collection of
reports and studies dealing with early developments in computer
science_to the Smithsonian Institution and The Charles Babbage
Institute_ These transfers will make a valuable historic collection
of documents more readily available to future historians and
archivists.

Highlights of a variety of ICST technical activities are included in
the following sections.

COMPUTER SECURITY

Computers are no longer esoteric devices, but:are now a vital_part of
the infrastructure that supports the flow of information_and_goods
throughout the economy._ It_is_impossible to_return_to manual methods
of work once automated processing_methods_are adopted._ Small desk top
and_personal computers_are becoming necessary equipment in almost
every office; Many people; not just computer professionalsknow how
to access_and use_computer systems. Networks and distributed
processing are making it possible to send information across the
nation:and around the world. In this environment, computer_systems
are vulnerable to a_ variety of external and internal threats unless
steps are taken to protect them.

ICST_develops standards and guidelines for computer security as part
of its overall mandate to provide technical support in the effective
use of computers. The goals of the computer security program are:

Information integrity: computer data is the same as_the
source data, or has been correctly computed from source data
and has not been accidentally or maliciously modified or
destroyed.



Information confidentiality: comput-r data is protected
from unauthorized disclosure or use.

System availability: computer services including system
data bases can be obtained when needed.

To achieve these goals, every organization is encouraged,to adopt a
security policy, to carefully select its employees, to stimulate,i
awareness oficomputer security among managersiand users,:to provide
proper training, and toiperform analyses of risks and_vulnerabilities
of_systems.Based on_the risks_and vulnerabilitiesi other_controls _
can_be instituted._ These_incIude:__back up_and_recovery_procedures to
assure avaiIability_of_computer systems; fire and water protection;
protection of electrical power supply and magnetic media; physical and
technical access controls; personal identification and authentication
techniques; audit trails to detect security variances;-and use of-
encryption when appropriate. Many standards_and:guidelines have been
issued to address_these requirements.__During_FY19864 the_foIlowing_
new guidance_documents were added to the already available standards
and guidelines;

Guide_on Selecting ADP BackuD_ProcessinaAlternatives_(NBS Spec.,Pub.
500-134) discussesithe selection of ADP backup processing support in
advance of eventsithat cause the loss of data-processing capability.
&aphasia is placed-on management support at all levels of the
organization for planning, funding, and testing_of an alternate_
processing_strategy.The_aIternative_processing_methods_and_criteria
for seIecting_the_most suitable_method_are_presentedi and_a checklist
for evaluating the suitability of aIternattves is provided.

Technoloair_Assessment:_ Methods-for Measuring-the Level-of-Computer
Security-(NBS Spec. Pub, 500-133)-summarizes and assesses a_variety of
methods for measuring theilevel of computer security in-computer
applicationsj systemsi and installations, Because of the complexity
of_modern_computer_systems4 it_is_difficult_to_perform positive
measures of_security_.__This_technoIogy_assessment_analyzes_and
compares the_major approaches and methodologies_in_use today and
provides technical assistance to organizations_conducting security
evaluations. -This-report-is-a companion-to FIPS PUB 102, Guideline

-C - -ma a flfl4 a a a ..-aaa t4 7 l717

Secur-ity-for Dlat-UoLines (NBS Spec. Pub. 500-137)_ discusses ways to
protect computers_from_unauthorized access_via common_dialup
telephone and communications ports. _Intruders have been able to
exploit weaknesses in software access controls to enter the system
itself. If many computer systems are so poorly protected that
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hobbyists can penetrate_them_readily, then more serious Adversaries
can do the same. The true nature of this external intrusion_threat,
the typical vulnerabilities which make it possible, and_the methods
which can be used to reduce this problem need to be better understood
by many system managers. This guide explains software and procedural
approaches to protecting dial-up systems as well at a wide variety of
hardware devices and the way that they function.

Work Priority Scheme for EDP Audit and Computer Security_Review,_
(NBSIR 86-3386), describes a methodology for prioritizing the work
performed by EDP auditors and computer security reviewers. Developed
at an invitational workshop that was cosponsored by ICST and the EDP
Systems Review And Security Work Group of the Preaident's Council on
Integrity_and_Efficiency (PCIE) and attended by government and private
sector expeTts, the work plan_enables users to evaluate computer
systems for both EDP audit and security_review_functions and to
develop a measurement of the risk_of the systems. Based on_this
measure of risk, the auditor can then determine where to spend review

time. This methodology will be included in an audit guide for ADP
system development that will be jointly published by PCIE and ICST.

Encryption and Message Authentication

ICST continued to assist the_Department_of_Treasury_in_protecting
electronic financial:transactions through thG use of data_encryption;
key management, and data authentication techniques The standards
being iMplemented byiTreasury are:the-voluntary industry banking_
standardi that Were developed with ICST assistante. Ene;yption is
used_to_protect_the privacy of data that is tralibMitted:betWeen
computers_or stored_in computer_systems _Encryption allows the sender
to transform data_into_an_uninteIIigibIe_form called ei0her, and
decryption reverses the process for the receiver;

While protectin&the secrecy of dataencryption_alone gives:no
gUarantee_thatithe message is authentic, i.e.,:that it came from a_
particular_sender and that it has not been modified by_utauthorized
parties__The_integrity_of data can_be_protected through data
authentication,_which_uses_a cryptographic_algorithm_and a tedret key
toicalculate a cryptographic_checksum_called_the Message
Authentication Code (MAC); The MAC is sent with_the plain text data;
The receiver, who:has the correct key,_can_calculate the MAC_on the
data and compare it to the_received MAC. If the:two agree, the data

is considered AUthentic. Otherwise, an unauthorized modification is
assumech_ AnTTarty_trying to modify the data without knot4ingithe key
would_not know_how to calculate the appropriate MAC Corketponding to
the altered data.
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The standard_for message authentication adopted by the Federal
government_(FIPS PUB_113)_and by the banking industry (ANSI X9.9=1982)
use the algorithm specified_in PIPS PUB 46,_Data Encrxption Standard,
and a secret key to calculate a MAC which is sent to the receiver
along with the unencrypted message. The receiver calculates the MAC
using the same secret key, compares it to the received MAC, and
determines whether the data is authentic. The message authentication
process_defined_in the_standards is independent of the transmission
media and computer_systems used; it can be implemented in_both
automated and manual systems; and it is suitable for use by both large
and small organizations.

In_1984, the Department of Treasury issued a policy directive
requiring the use of message authentication for electronic fund
transfers_between_organizations_in Treasury:. Devices to:carry out the
authentication_process are being_certified_by Treasury with the
assistance of ICST and the National Security Agency;

A test system for validating such devices was developed by ICST and
used successfully in 1986 for two commercial systems. Additional
devices from different manufacturers will be validated during 1987,
and will then become commercially available for government and
industry applications in protecting sensitive information.

ICST staff members assisted Accredited Standards Committee X9E9,
Wholesale Telecommunications Security, in the development of other
standards to protect electronic fund transfers including encryption of
wholesale financial messages, key management in a multiple center
environment, and secure sign on. Assistance was also provided to
national and international efforts to develop standards for integrated
circuit_cards which_contain oncard compueers for use in banking,
computer_access, and credit_card_applications. This_standards effort
addresses the physical (form-factor, location of chip) and_electrical
(interface voltages, protocols) characteristics of the card. Work was
started on a technology assessment of smart cards and a database of
information about products and designs that implement the emerging
standards.

Communications security was the focus of laboratory work to
investigate the_features needed_for secure networks. This work, which
is expected to be continued over the next few years, will_support the
development, demonstration, and evaluation of security features in
networks that implement Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards.
The application of integrated circuit cards is being investigated as a
method for controlling access to networks and databases. These "smart
cards" contain computation and data storage capabilities.

8
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SOFTWARE STANDARDS

Representing more than 60 percent of Federal computer expenditures,
software development is an area where considerable savings can be
realized. Use of computer programming language standards is one way
to control high softWare development costs. These standards make it
easier and less costly to transport software from one language
processor_to_another. in_both single vendor and multi-vendor systems.
Also standards help to preserve the_value of programmers' skills,
reducing training costs. Because of the high costs of software
development and maintenance, many organizations are using software
tools, application generators, and commercial software packages rather
than develop custom software systems.

ICST supports the development of software standards by participating
in national_and_international standards_activities_and by providing
technical assistance to FederaI agencies on software-reIated issues.

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) are available for the
following programming languages:

I Ada, FIPS 119 (adopts ANSI/MIL=STD=1815A=1983)

COBOL. FIPS 21-2 (adopts ANSI X3.23-1985)
This standard was revised in 1986 to adopt revised voluntary
industry specifications.

Minimal BASIC, FIPS 68 (adopts ANSI X3.60-1978)

FORTRAN, FIPS 69 (adopts ANSI X3.9-1978)

Pascal, FIPS 109 (adopts ANSI/IEEE 770X3.97-1983)

New software standards approved in FY1986 include:

(GKS) (FIPS PUB 120). This standard
adopts ANSI X3.124-1985 which specifies a library (or
toolbox package) of subroutines for an application
programmer_to_incorporate within a program in order to
produce and manipulate two-dimensional pictures_ The
standard is expected to promote portability of graphics
application programs between different computers, and to aid
programmers in understanding and using graphics methods.
GKS is also an international standard (ISO 7942). ICST
started evaluating test routines that were developed in
Europe to validate implementations of the GKS standard.
Fifteen U.S. companies are cooperating with ICST in
conducting the evaluation.

9
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FIPS PUB 125, MACS. This standard adopts a voluntary
industry standard (ANSI/HDC X11.1,1984). MUMPS is a
programming language_that_is_suitable_for_applications
involving_the_creation and manipulation_of strinv.oriented
or text-oriented, hierarchically organized collections of
data, and those applications requiring interactive data
management. MUMPS has been used traditionally, but not
exclusively, in medical, health-service and related
administrative systems.

Two programming languages standards_for developing_database management
systems and applications were recommended for adoption as FIPS.
Database Language NDL will adopt ANSI K3.133-1986 and Database
Language SQL will adopt ANSI X3.135-1986. These standards will make
it possible to transfer database definitions and database application
programs between different computer systems and provide two different
approaches to structuring databases. SQL is appropriate for
applications that require flexibility_in_data_structures_and access
paths to the database- _NDL is_appropriate_for highly_structured
applications requiring rapid access along predefined paths through the
database. Agencies will be able to select the database language
suitable for their needs.

Also recommended for approval as a FIPS was Computer Graphics Metafile
apting ANSI X3.122-1986. This standard is a graphics data interface
standard that defines a file format_for nonAnteractive picture
descriptions. These picture descriptions can be stored at a central
facility and used by devices of different makes and models,
transferred between different devices, and stored for future use.
This standard will make it easier and less costly to develop and use
computer graphics software systems, and to convert graphics software
to new systems.

Software Standards Testing

Because these software standards are extremely complex, tests are
needed to assure that products work properly. A new cooperative
program with industry was started to jointly design, develop, and
evaluate softWare test methods. A workshop held in June 1986 included
representatives from IBM, Sperry, DEC, Applied Data Research, Ford
Aerospace, General DynamicsComputer Sciences Corp_ and_Vitro, Also
participating were Federal agency_personnel, and a_representative of
the_National Computing Centre in the United Kingdom._ Conformance
tests for standards for database languages, data dictionaries, file
formats, computer graphics and other applications software, and

10
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portable:operating systems_were discussed. Participants agreed that
dOOperative-efforts would be effective in developinvthe_needed tests
and that follow=up workshops and work_in voluntaryistandards
committees_would be useful.: Cooperative projects in_conformancei
testing_for_portable operating systems and computer graphics software
were started;

To consolidate:government efforts in_software_testing4._the_General
SerVideS Administration's Office_of Information Resources Management_
and ICST agreed-in prittiple,to transfer the:GSA Software:Test Center
to_ICST._ Both GSA and ICST had been:involved in:the:development of
tests_for_software in support Of their retpOntibilities under the
Brooks Act; This_transfer_marks the return tOJIBS of an-activity___
originally transferred_to_the Department of_Defense in 1973 and-will
accelerate the development_of_test_methods_by ICST_in_areas_such as
oomputer graphics; database management; distributed processing; and
portable operating systems.

Information Interchunve

ICSTihas been_active_for_the_past_several_years_in developing
standards needed to integrate_different computer_programs_and_user
applieations-ard to establishistandard_formats_and_definitions for
data prooessed by computer. , These:standards_areessential for
information interohangt and productive use of computers;

The following FIPS to Support thesie objectives were issued in 1986:

FIPS_PUB_123i_ for

InformationInterchAnge_ This_standard_adopts_ANSI/ISO
8211-1986 which specifies mediaindependent and_system7
independent file and record formats for_the interchange_of
infOrtatiOn between oomputer systems.The standard is for_
use with physical-media AS vell,as withicommunications media
in_applications where a:high vOldMe:of data is tti be,
interchangethIt_provides_a medhanism for transporting=data
structures from_one_computer system to another without loss

of content or meaning;

FIPS-PUB 1244 Guidelineion_Functional Specifications for
This_publication assists

organizations in developing Spedifications for database
management_systemS baSed oh fUndtienal characteristics of
the systems.

1 1
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ICST continued to provide support to the voluntary industry groups
developing an Information Resources Dictionary System (IRDS) StandArd
which is expected to be adopted as a national and international
standard. The structure and processes carried out by an IRDS, a key
computer software tool for the management of data and information
resources, were discussed at a Federal workshop on Information
Resource Dictionary_Systems (IRDS) held in June 1986. The seventh in
a_series, this workshop focused on the capabilities, features, and
benefits of the IRDS, and the status of efforts to establish A
voluntary industry standard for IRDS.

The Insja A-MAtware system that recordsi storesi and processes
infetthation about an organization's significant_data_and_data
processing resources__The_IRDS is expected_to_play_a majorirole in
the_development and_integration_of large systems;_such
Department of Defense's Computer Aided Logistics Support (CALS)
program;

The proceedings of the fourth Data Base Directions workshop were
published As NBS Spec. Pub. 500-139, Pate Base Directions:
Information Resource Management - Makinz_It Work The workshop was
sponsored by ICST, in cooperation with the_Association for Computing
Machinery, the IEEE Computer Society, and the Federal Data Management
Users Group.

Patterned after the three previous Data Base Directions workshops,
this workshop evaluated current practice to idsntify problem areas,
revieVed important technologies and tools and when to apply them to
information resource management, and_explored the_motivation and
inhibitors to decentralized and_distributed environments. The
approximately seventy workshop participants from govsrnment, industry
and academia were organized into four working panels, which met to
discuss IRM in the 1990's, IRM and the System Life Cycle, Technologies
for IRM, and IRM in a Decentralized and Distributed Environment.

ICST hat been inVestigatingithe benefits and_pitfalls_associated with
the Ube of new program development_techniques _With_many_people
deVeloping_their_own_computer applicationsi_it_is_important__that
programming_methods are_efficient_andthat programs are easy to :

maintain,: _Much has been said about the benefits:of the,so-called
.fourth generation programming languages (4Lps), but little hag beet
known about whether_the claimed-benefits_are real or not. A WorkShop
was held for,usert:in NoveMber 1985 toishare information aboiit
experiences in evaluating and using 4GLs.

Following up on the workshop discussions of need for assistance in the
use of fourth generation languages, ICST issued:

12
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A Functional Model for-Fourth Gensnat4onL4nguagka (NBS
Spec. Pub. 500-138). The functional model discussed in this
report defines fourth generation languages (4GL) in terms of
the functions performed and services provided. Some
commonly provided functions and services are: user
functions such as query language, screen formatter, report
formatter, and procedural language components; data
management functions such as data dictionary and database
management syStem components; and system functions such as
file handling, job control and communications._ A_4GL is a
system of integrated tools that help users develop
interactive applications with minimum knowledge of
programming. Successful uses of 4GLs include generating and
modifying functioning models of systems, and prototyping new
systems.

Fourth Generation_
Lamm= (NBS Spec, Pub, 500-143) The study recommends a
ten_step process for selecting fourth generation languages
with emphasis on analysis of the hardware, software,
organizational and user environments and of the product
features to achieve the best match. The factors that Affect
the selection and use of 4GLs, and various features of 4GLs
are discussed. Recommendations on the use of 4GLs are made
based on types of application and successful implementations.

OTHER SOFTWARE RELATED ACTIVITIES

ICST continued its support to the development of a standard user
interface to UNIX operating systems. AT&T and ICST began a
cooperative effort directed toward the development of methods for
testing the conformance of portable operating systems to a proposed
voluntary industry standard. The Standard for_Portable Operating
SystemEnvIronments (POSIX1) that_was developed by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers with participation by industry,
including AT&T, and by ICST was approved as a trial use standard (IEEE
1003,1). ICST proposed a Federal Information Processing Standard
(FIPS) for UNIX Operating System-DerivedEnvironmentt-, which will
adopt the full use version of IEEE 1003.1 when it is completed. Use
of the standard is expected to promote the portability of computer
programs among different manufacturers' computer systems and improve
staff r 'Irtivity.

1POSIX

2UNIX is ,

trademark of the IEEE.

-ndemark of AT&T.
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AT&T provided its System V Verification Suite (SVVS) to ICST for use
in developing the test methods to evaluate conformance of operating
systems to POST". Both organizations startad working together to
analyze the results of_the_trial use of POSIX and to assist the IEEE
in adopting the final standard for full use. The test methods for
POSIX are being developed under the IEEE Computer Society standards
development process which is open to all vendors and other interested
parties. Under a Research Associate agreement with Digital Equipment
Corp., a DEC computer scientist started working with ICST staff to
develop information to assist users in evaluating and selecting POSIX-
type operating systems.

Off,_the-shelf software packages are being_ widely used to avoid
software development costs and to supply high quality software, iBUt
software packages introduce-probleitiof compatibillty with existing
software if they are to be integrated into existing systems. A
workshop wasiheld_iniApril 1986 for researchers_and_software_experts
to share their experiences_in testing_software packages_to_assure_that
they_meet user requirements__Topics_discussed_were:_ similarities and
differences_of_software_acceptance_testing_of off-the-shelf versus
custom_software; test_case selection techniques; automated support for
software acceptalce testing; software acceptance criteria; management
issues of software acceptance testing;_ research areas for software
acceptance testing;_standardization of softWare acceptance testing;
state of practice-of software acceptance testing. These wor&sh4
discussions will be used to asSist in the development of guidance on
acceptance testing.

Issued_in 1986 was An Overview of Computer Software Acceptance Testing
(NBS Spec;_Pub; 500-136),_which explains the process of formal testing
that should be conducted to determine whether a software-system
satisfies organizational requirements for thatsystem. Requirements
include attributes such as hardware/software optimizationi user
interfaces, and program documentation_in_addition to_the proper_
functioning of the_software. The_guide describes_how_to_develop_
acceptance test plans and criteria; and how to analyze acceptance test
results;

Two other publications dealing with acceptance testing provide
detailed descriptions of the testing process:

NBSIR 86-3407, wa
describes the use of a methodology to determine whether a
software system_is acceptable. The experiment was conducted
to assess the applicability of current software engineering
guidance and traditional acceptance test procedures and to
identify areas where more research is needed to improve
acceptance testing.
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4 NBSIR 86-3408,_ Study of_a Prototype Software Engineering
Environment, describes the features of a support System
which provides tools for software development. Factors to
be considered when evaluating a toftwdre engineering
environment are discussed.

Other guides- published by ICST during the_past year to aid in the
selection And evaluation of commercial software were:

Interated Software rMicrocomputej Systems (NBS Spec.
Pub. 500-135) explains software products that combine
several app1'.cations within a single program and_enable
information to be shared between the applications. Five
vaya to achieve the integration are: _the multifunction
application package; a program suite that works together; a
software integrator; an operating system that controls and
coordinates applications programs; and a background utility
program. The advantages and disadvantages of each approach
to integration, and the key issues to be considered in
selecting integrated software, are discussed.

An application of_generalized performance analysis
methodology for the benchmarking of database systems is
presented Aenchmark Analysis of Database Architectures: A
Case Study (NBS Spec. Pub. 500-132). The report covers
performance measurement of three different database system
architectures: a microcomputer database system, a
minicomputer database syttem, and a database machine.
Experiments conducttd demonstrated_the viability of
methodology and provided performance measures which can be
used to evaluate today's database systems.

Since software maintenance costs represent a tignificant portion of
overall software costs, ICST continued its effortt to provide
assistance to executives, managers, and users in controlling software
maintenance costs. Supplementing earlier guides on software
maintenance and software maintenance management were:

AManagement Overview of Software Reuse (NBS Pub._500-
142) provides general guidance on the problems and benefits
of software reuse._ Software reuse can subttantially reduce
software costs and risks, while improving software quality
and productivity. However, organizations may experience
substantial up-front investments in order to lay the basis
for future gains. This report_discusses both the technical
issues and non-technical issues, including lack of
standards,_resistance to change, data and proprietary
rights, and project management problems that need to be
addressed to make software reuse cost-effective.
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Annotated BibliogrAtily_on loftware Maintenance (NBS Spec.
Pub. 500-141) contains summaries of 285 articles and papers
from computer science journals, books, proceedings,
periodicals, and other publications. Covering a fifteen-
year period from 1972 to 1986, the bibliography_overviews
both the management and_technical_issues of software
maintenance+ and identifies the techniques, procedures,
methodologies, and tools that have been effectkvely employed
to_improve the quality of software systems. These
references provide comprehensive information on how many
organizations handle software maintenance and associated
problems.

ICST staff members participated_in several cooperative efforts to
develop standards_and guidelines for the acquisition and development
of_complex_software systems. Technical assistance to National
Aeronautics and Space Administration focused on the development of
procedures to implement software quality assurance techniques for
NASA's software dependent systems. Because systems that_are_dependent
on software carry out critical functions,_NASA_has been adopting
software quality assurance methods as part of a comprehensive effort
to achieve excellence in software engineering ana management.

The_Department_of Defense hAs also been-giving considerable attention
to software_acquisition-management.--ICST assisted in the_development
of DOD standards (DOD-STD-2167:and:2168) which_provide a_formal
prcess for managing software development,and_for_measuring_whether
quality objectives have been met._ Both_were_developed_using_the
experiences learned throughout DOD and_aim toward achieving_modern
software development practices for mission-critical computer
resources.

Assistance was_provided to_the IEEE in the development of-voluntary
technical standards for-software engineering methods. IEEE Standard
1012-1986ifor Software_Verification and Validation plana_is_compatible
with and incorporates information from several ICST documents on
software validationi verification_and testing _Other_IEEF_standards
to:which staff methbers contributed were_IEEE P982; Measures to Produce
Reliable Software, and IEEE P1042; Software Configuration Management
Standard.

Dada Menments

ICST has issued fifteen FIPS that provide standard data elements and
representations for geographic places+ dates, time, industrial
classifications, Federal organizations, and other data. These
standards help to eliminate duplication and incompatibilities in the
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collection+ processing and dissemination of data and to promote useful
information interchange. Issued in 1986 Were:

FIPS PUB 104-1, American-Narianal Standard Codes for the
Renrettatatlan-of-Names of_Countries, DeDendencies. and
AreaS of Spacial Sovereignty for Information Interchange.
These codes are_used by Federal government organizations in
reporting contract placement to the General Services
Administration's Federal Procurement Data Center; in
activities concerned With international trade that do not
involve Department of State or national defense programs;
and in data interchange with international organizations.
Another code set, FIPS_PUB_10,3, provides country codes for
Department of State and defense applications. FIPS_PUB
104-1 implements American National Standard+ ANSI Z39.27-
1984, which adopts international standard ISO 3166.

FIPS_PUB 70-1, ilapresaatatiati-af-Geagraphic Point Locations
for Informatiaft=latarChaita; this standard is_a_revision of
FIPS-PUB 70 and-AdoOta_a revised_voluntary_industry_standard
(ANSI )3.61=1986)i_ Geographic_point locationirefers to the
use of a coordinate system_to define thaposition of a point
that:May be_onilabove; or below the eartWs surface._ ThiS
standard establishes uniform fortatS far geographic point__::
locationdata and provides a means for representing the:data
in digital form for itifotitatiOti interchange between data
systems.

A new computer tape_was developed for FIPS PUB 55-1, CadaS
far-Names-of Pooulated Places, Primary County Divisions. and
Other Locational Entities of the United States. The new
tape features a complete update of poSt office names_and ZIP
codes. Metropolitan Statittical Area Codes were updated
also. The identification of postal facilities and update of
ZIP codes is baSed on the 1986_U.S, Zip_Code Directory and
its related computer_update tapes for approximately thirty-
eight thousand fivedigit ZIP codes, The tape is available
from the National_Technical Information Service. FIPS PUB
55-1 is used by many Federal agencies in analysis of data by
geographic location and in other data administration
functions.

OFT1CAE swam ENGINEAEFHPIC;

Standards and technical assistance for information interchange_among_
automated office systems were the focus of Activities in this program
area which was started in 1985. Support was provided to voluntary
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standards committees developing Office Document Architecture/Office
Document Interchange Format (ODA/ODIF) and the Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML) Standards. Researchers started developing a
reference parser and a validation suite for the SGML standard. The
parser will identify the elements of an_electronic document according
to the rules of SGML and verify that the document conforms to its
declared_document type and to specification of the SGML standard.
The validation suite will be 6 collection of both conforming and non-
conforming documents that wili be submitted to a candidate SGML
parser. Non-conforming documents submitted to the parser should
produce error messages from the parser; conforming documents should
hot

The SGML reference parser will serve as a guide for implementors to
develop their own implementations of the SGML standard and will
expedite the development of SGML products. The SGML validation suite
will ensure that these products meet the specification of the_SGML
standard. A reference implementation and validation suite were also
started for the ODA standard.

The SGML standard provides_for the specification and tagging of the
logical elements of a document and the specification of the
relationships of the elements to each other. This standard will
enable the text and format of a document produced on a personal _
computer or word processor to be preserved and enable parts of the
text or the entire document to be interchangedf_storeds_and retrieved
as required. The ODA standard provides a_logical structure for the
content of an office document, and will enable documents to be
revised, processed, and interchanged without changing the structure.

A guide to_aid computer users in establishing electronic bulletin
board systems was completed. Electronic (NBSIR_86
3356) discusses hardware, softWare, and communications requirements.
Bulletin boards are computer services that enable_callers with
microcomputers or terminals with communications capabilities to post
and read messages, and to transfer files to_and from the service.
Usually implemented on microcomputers connected to a public telephone,
network electronic_bulletin boards are used for dissemination of
information and message exchange.

Available_technology for personal-computer communication and
peripheral sharing_was-described in Personal Comvuter Networks (NBS
Spec. Pub. 500-140), :This report_is_oriented_toward_users_to aid in
the evaluation and_selection_of_computer_networks and services.
Information is_presented_on_networks which are designed specifically
to meet_the needs_of personal computer or workstation users, as well
as_networks_composed of personal computers connected to existing
communications systems, such as a telephone system, or a network
designed for large computers.
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A personal computer network model is described in terms of the user's
needs_and expectations for network functions. These include:tasks
such as file service, print service, mail, ressaging and conferencing,
log in, remote task execution, and distributed services. Current off-
the-shelf technology does not provide all of_the features of the
perSonal computer network model today, and organizations must provide
the missing hardware and/or software components. However, the model
provides a basis for identifying requirements for networks and helps
the user find solutions to networking problems using today's
technology.

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

ICST has been_investigating methods for measuring the performance of
parallel processing systems, their architectures and their support
environments. Multiprocessor syRtems are being used to increase
performance and reduce cost of processing data. However, current_
methods for measuring performance are inadequate and cannot express
the complex relationships between the hardware and the software.

ThiS project_has_been_partially_funded by the Defense Advanced,_
Research_Projects Agency_(DARPA). Two reports-were completed for
DARP&.___The_first, Performance Measurement Techniques for Multi
Processor Computers (NBSIR,85-3296), describes the various aspects of
a multi-processor system that can be measuredisuch as processor_speed;
memory caches and:local memory; switching methods; buses; queues;
processes, variablesi and instructions.

The_second report,__SimnIe_MuIti,Processor_Performance_Measurement
Techninues and Examples of_Their_Use,(NBSIR. 863410) describes

:

techniques that automate the collection and analysis:ofiinformation
about_processing_events using a minimum amount of:code ilbedded_in_the
users' -5rstem software. At selected test points in the programs;_the
code triggersiprocessors to write events to a hoard_called_the Event
DateiCard; WhiCh has been installed_in_the_normal input/output space
of the system. _Only_a_few_microseconds_are required for the computer
being measured to execute each statement.

While this approach causes minimal perturbation to the execution of
programs, there is still an effect on system operation_due to_the
measurement process. To address this problem, research was started to
develop special hardware that will collect data from many points in
the system under test_ Signals from these points will be divided into
groups, and each group, fed into a preprocessor which will perform
extensive reduction and interpretation of data. The preprocessors
will run independently, but when any one activates a trigger
mechanism, they will cooperate to place a record of the system state
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ihtoia large memory froM which fUrther analysis can bsiparformeC_
Continuod_40V61000ent Of thie measurement systomiis planned to collect
measurement data without perturbation Of the system under test;

Prob!ems related to measurement and evaluation of parallel computers
were discussed by experts from industry,_governient, and academia at a
workshop held in June 1985. Reports of the discussions held at_the
workshop are included in NBSIR 86-3395, Pational Bureau of_Standarda

on Performance Evaluation of Parallel Computers. One of the

points_of discussion was the need for a library of benchmark programs
that are_available for evaluating processor performance. A collection
of such programs donated to ICST_has been made available to users
through the ARPANET. The benchmark collection provides challenging
computational problems that can be used to evaluate the efficiency of
a system's design and its software.

NETWORK STANDARDS

ICST has been working with more than_150 organizations to get
standards for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)_implemented in off
the-shelf products that users can buy. OSI describes an architecture
for computer netvorks and a family of standards to make it possible
for different manufacturers' equipment and systems to be
interconnected for distributed processing.

Despite the widespread use_of computers in factories and offices, it
is often difficult to integrate and transfer information between
systems. Computers are often incompatible_with one another,_ and data
cannot be exchanged between different equipment, systems, and
applications.

OSI standards provide a set of rules (protocols) by vhich information
processing devices communicate with one another in a network. While

the engineering required to develop these complex_rules is
significant, the task can be done once in a standard way, used by many
organizations, and not repeated or reinvented every time that a
network is designed.

International standards for OSI have been and are continuing to be
developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and the Consultative_Committee_on_International Telephone and
Telegraph (CCITT) with the support_of computer manufacturers,
communication carriers, large users, and governments of countries such
as the U.S., France, Canada, U.K., Japan, and West Germany. Many
computer manufacturers are supporting this effort to avoid expensive
network architecture development for different users. Instead,

resources can be put into new products that %All expand the computer
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market. Other organizations supporting OSI include the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI), European Computer Manufacturers
Association (ECMA), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), and ICST.

In February 1983, ICST organized a workshop for implementors of OSI.
The workshop met five times in 1986 bringing together users and
potential suppliers of OSI protocols enabling them to jointiy develop
the detailed implementation specifications upon which compatible
commercial products will be based._ The workshop is an open
international forum, and representatives_of more than 200 computer
manufacturers, semiconductor manufacturers, word processing vendors,
process control_vendors, communication carriers, and industry and
government users from the U.S., Canada, and Europe participate.

T6 eut the enormous development effort's:town to manageable size, the
workshop participants-identify activities and events where
implementation_specifications can be applied and progress made in
product_developmenti Standards_are_selected_for implementation, and
decisions_are_made_on_what and how to implement; Special interest
groups focus_on specific application areas such as file-transfer and
messaging. Theiworkshop has inaugurated several-special events and
has had_a:role in-the adoption-of ISO standards by large user
organizations. The Manufacturing-Automation Protocol (MAP) and_the_
Technical and Office Protocol (TOP) being used by General_Motors (GM)
and Boeing Computer Systems (BCS)_respectively_are_subsets of__OSI
standards_derived_from_the_workshop;_ Several_hundred user companies
are also implementing these MAP and TOP specifications.

In the past the activities of the workshop led to tWo demonstrations
of OSI products: the 1984 National Computer Conference demonstration
of a limited group of network standards and the more extensive
demonstration of standards at AUTOFACT '85, a major trade show.

OSINET

The 1986 activity stemming from the workshop was the development of
OSINET, an experimental computer network for OSI standards. Twenty-
seven organizations joined this effort: Amdahl; AT&T;_Boeing Computer
Services; Charles River Data Systems;_Defense Communications Agency;
Digital_Equipment Corp;_General Motors; Hewlett Packard; Honeywell;
ICST; IBM; ICL; Industrial Networking Inc.; NCR; Comten; OMNICOM;
Protocom Devices; Retix; Sperry; System Development Corporation;
Tandem Computers Inc.; The Analytic Sciences Corp.; U.S. Department of
Agriculture; U.S. Department of the Navy; Wang Laboratories, the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, and Wollongong Group. A 25-member
OSINET Steering Committee manages the network and plans its
activities.
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OSINET WAS developed for use in building and verifying conformance and
performance test tools_for OSI protocols; for cooperative testing of
products_and_services that implement OSI standards; for the
development of test services; and for research supporting the
development of OSI standards.

The technical features of OSINET are: OSINET is geographically
dittributed. Long=haul services are_provided by private and/or public
sub-networks offering_services that conform to CCITT recommendation
X,25. Local environments include standard local area networks (LAN)
and other subnetworks.

With the assistance of IBM, ICST developed A Network Information
Center (NIC) which can be accessed by OSINET participants. IBM
donated a Series 1 computer, an operating system, and full set_of
protocolt for the NIC, and provided technical assistance in setting up
the NIC. Initial services provided by the NIC include descriptions
of NIC_files, file_naming conventions, information about OSINET
members and their systems, and addresses for the membert tytt6mt. Ed
Strum of IBM provided the technical assistance in setting up the NIC
under a cooperative work agreement with ICST.

AgreeMehtt_gOverning the_operation of_OSINET_were:pubIishedias NBSIR
86=3478, Implementation_Agreements_Among Participants_of OSINET. The
report_describes_the_organization of OSINET andiits steering
committee_i_the_protocols and services to_be implemented by
participants;iand the X;25 services to be used. iIt altd proVidet
information about the site configurations, locationt, protocolt and
points of contact for each of the participating organizations;

Also published were the agreements_reached by the implementors'
workshop. NBSIR 86-3385,_Implementation Agreements for Open Systems
Interconnection Protocols, documents the work done to develop the
technical basis for the compatible OSI products.

ICST established cooperative relationships with induttry groups
supporting OSI standards including MAP/TOP users and the Corporation
for Open Systems (COS), a new private sector venture to advance the
use of OSI standards.

Government OS1 Users

To assist the Federal government in its use of OSI ttandards,
Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige announced a new interagency
committee, the Government OSI Users Committee, in September 1986.
Representatives of 15 Federal agencies and departments met at NBS in
September 1986 and adopted a program of work that includes:
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developing a specification based on OSI standards to enable
Federal agencies to plan for and acquire OSI systems. This
specification was expected to be completed in early 1987.

cooperating with industryito accelerate the development of_
OSI products that meet Federal government requirements, and

identifying future Federal_government requirements for
standards and_focusing government resources to meet those
requirements through the voluntary standards process.

NETWORK PROTOCOLS RESEARCH

ICST and COMSAT continued their_joint_research_to_evaluate and improve
the operation of the_ISO_transport protocol_for use over satellite
channels. _As_a result_of_previous experiments; improvements to the
acknowledgement_procedures and expedited data transmission mechanism
of_the_transport. protocrl were submitted to U.S. standards bodies by
ICST_and COMSAT. The improvements wereiadoptedias U.S. positions_for_
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and CCITT working
documents.

The-second phase of the_live_satellite_experiments started testing
fu1174up1ex data_transfer; multi-connection operation, and several new
schemes_for_expedited data_transmission.- As a secondary experiment a
newIy_deveIoped small earth terminal_vill be tested by COMSAT. _Later
phases of this cooperative-effort may examine the performance_of the
internetwork:protocoliand higher layer protocols_over_satelIite
channels, and evaluation:of integrated_services_digitaI network
standards now under consideration by standards bodies.

Further_work on the performance of the transport protocol over X.25
networks was conducted in cooperation with the postal, telegraph and
telephone agency of Spain. An analytical model of performance was
developed and presented at a 1986 technical conference of the IEEE.

Research continued to evaluate the_reaI time performance
characteristics of OSI_protocoIs, resulting in improvements to the
Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) architecture. Cooperating in
this research were guest scientist, Cornelis Franx of N.V. Philips and
Intel Corp., which donated hardware and software.

ICST supportedithe development of Estelle - A Formal Description
Technique Based on an Extended_State Transition_ModeI which_was
published by ISO as a draft standard; Researchers developed a
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prototype_compiier_for_Estelle and a users guide_for the compiler,
which_transiates formai descriptions written in Estelle into:the C
language; Use of Estelle:and the compiler enable the partial
automation of the standards development process for network protocols.

Work continued in research in the integration of_network_technoiogies.
Aided by:guest workers_from_industry,_ICST_deveIoped a test_method to
insure that_modem_and headend_equipment from_different manufacturers
can communicate_using the IEERstandard_802.4, Broadband:Token-Passing
Bus_physicai layer protocol._ By transmitting_and receiving various
test frames, modems from various manufacturers-were tested against
headend equipment from other:manufacturers. :The equipment_was donated
by industry. The test methods make it possible for vendors to know
whether the complex protocols are being implemented correctly;

COMPUTER SYSTEM INTERFACES

ICST has had a long-term effort to develop standards for data
communicacions and computer interfaces. More than 25 existing FIPS
are concerned with these functions.

In 1986, a revision to joint FIPS PUB IOC/Federal Standard 1041 was
proposed to adopt changes in technical specifications for the
interface between data terminal equipment and data circuit-terminating
equipment for operating with packet-switched data networks. These
technical specifications were developed and approved by the
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committne (CCITT)
and the International Organization for Standardization LIS0). This
revised standatd will help to assure t:1 compatibility and
interoperability of_Federal_computer and telecommunications equipment
and services that_use packet switched technology. The proposed
revision will adopt a voluntary industry standard, ANSI X3.100-1986,
which in turn adopts CCITT Recommendation X.25 (1984), ISO 7776 and
ISO 8208.

Also issued was FIPS PUB 122, Conformance Mats for FIPS PUB 100/FED-
UllitLeiLei321-OG-1-17---1-9-8-0-Recommendat ion X25 Interfaca_Re_twe en

g-Equiptionalgua fqr Operation vLi;h Packet-Switched
Pata-Communicatione_NeMtorks The conformance tests are for use by
test evaluators, test suite Wtsigners or implementors, and by
organizations tbat are acquiring telecommunications facilities or
services based on the CCITT Recommendation X.25. FIPS PUB 100/FED STD
1041 is the government's standard for interfacing data terminals and
computers to public data networks operating in packet mode. The tests
provide uniform verification testing and unambiguous evaluation
procedures to be applied by vendors and suppliers whose equipment must
interwork.
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The Secretary_of Commerce approved the adoption of the joint American
National_Standard 10.110/Canadian Standard CSA T500, Videotex/Teletext
Presentation Level Protocol Syntax (North American PLPS), as Federal
Information Processing Standard 121. The Standard describes the
formats, rules, and proceduret for encoding of alphanumeric text and
pictorial information for videotex and teletext applications.
Developed with_ICST assistance through the voluntary industry
standardization process,_this standard will improve the interchange of
text and_pictorial information between Federal agencida and other
private sector and government organizationg.

ICST_staff assisted:in theideVelopMent of a NAPLPS_Conformande_Testing
Package in cooperatiOn With Addredited_Standards_Committee X3L2 and,

the Canadian Standards_Association_.__The_test package will be used by
videotex/teletext_equipment manufacturers and vendors to assure that
their products conform with the standard.

ICST,hasibeen_providing teChnital-aatittance to a new generation_of_
input/output (I/0) interfate atandards. _These_new_interface standards
are_expected to prodUce large dollar_savings_for_both_useraand
suppliers:of computer_equipment_. _About_one_quarter to one half or
more of the_total_hardware_costs of computer systemS are spot Oh Mass
storage peripherals for personal computers, minitOmpUtera,:and large
systema. _About $25 billion is expected tei be Spent oh rigid magnetic
disks in 1989.

User requirements for tape drive products, cartridge streaming
devices, and flexible magnetic disks are mounting with the increased
use of computers throughout government and industry. The mass storage
industry is becoming a commodity-oriented industry.

I/0 interface standards are the key to this trend. A few years ago
computer system vendors frequently used proprietary interfaces for
storage peripherals; today a large proportion of computer_systems use
one of the existing I/0 interface standards. In the future most will
do so. This iS largely because system vendors, even vendors with
storage peripheral manufacturing capability, can lower prices and
offer their customers better systems by using standard interfaces and
commodity peripherals. Users are beginning to push for the standards
that they need in order to buy commodity Storage devices in quantity
and to attach them to many different computer systems.

Two,new interface standards for connecting_computers_to_mass storage
devices such as magnetid disk_and_tape_devices were proposed_as FIPS.
The standards were proposed_as_alternatives to,FIPS PUB 60, la
Channel Interface,_associated power control and operatiohal
specifications, and FIPS PUB 111, Storage Module Dettide.



The proposed standards are:

(IPI); adopts ANSI X3.129-
1986; X3.147-1986; X3.132-1986; and X3.130-1986. IPI is a
16-bit parallel master-slave interface which allows transfer
rates up to 10M bytes/s. It consists of a bus standard and
separate device command set standards.

Small Computer System Interface; adopts ANSI X3.131-1986.
SCSI is a general purpose interface suitable for connecting
up to eight computers and "intelligent" peripherals
(peripherals with internal controllers) to form a computer
system.

These new standards, which address different interface technologies or
market_classes, were developed with ICST assistance by Accredited
Standards Committee X3T9, I/0 Interfaces. Other new interface
standards will be added to the family as they are developed by the
voluntary standards community.

COMPUTER STORAGE MEDIA

ICST_has been actively involved in the_development of-test methods for
computer storage media since the late 1960's. 'In addition to
participating in-the development-of voluntary:industry standards for
storage media, ICST provides:calibration services, develops
measurement methods_and standards_reference_materiaIsi_and_carries out
research in the properties and characteristics of the media;

Reference measurement systems and reference materials are needed to
support the standards that are developed for tapes, disks, and
cartridges. ICST has developed and maintained such reference services
for 6 different types of magnetic media. Standard reference materials
are used to evaluate the performance of media and systems_and to
maintain quality control over their production- NBS and_the
Physikalisch-Technische_Bundersanstalt (PTB) in West Germany are the
only organizations_worIdwide_providing these services. To focus the
efforts_of_both_organizations more effectively, ICST agreed to
concentrate on developing new standard reference materials for
magnetic tape products while PTB concentrates on reference materials
for flexible disk cartridges. ICST also plans to develop standard
reference materials for optical digital data disks.

The sixth Standard Reference Material_(SRM) to_be completed by ICST
was issued in 1986 as SRM 3217; The new reference material supports
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the following voluntary induttry standards for high density magnetic
tape cartridges.

American National Standard X3.127-198X, Unrecorded Magnetic
Tape Cartridge for Information Interchange, 0.250 in (6.30
mm), 6400-10 000 ftpi (252=394 ftpmm).

American National Standard 113.116=198X, Recorded Magnetic
Tape Cartridge for Information Interchange, 4-Track, Serial,
0.250 in (6.30 mm), 6400 bpi (252 bpmm), Inverted Modified
Frequency Modulation Encoded.

American National Standard X3.136-198X, Serial Recorded
Magnetic Tape Cartridge for Information Interchange, Four
and Nine Track, 0.250 in (6.30 mm), 8000 bpi (315 bpmm)
Streaming Mode Group Code Recording.

International Organization for Standardization Standard, ISO
8063/152.

International Organization for Standardizatim Standard, ISO
8462/152;

European Cotputat Manufacturers Association StandAtd ECMA 79;

European CoMputer Manufacturers Associatien Standard ECMA 98;

ICST researchers developelithe testing and calibration procedures and
the software support systems to produce thit SRM.

A research program was started to ifivestigate_optical digital data
disks_(003); their defett tedhanisms4 underlying_causts, preVention,
and_effect on media Operations and_lifetimes; The goal Of this multi-
yeariresearch prograth is to develop experience in the dare and
handling of media_and to_develop standardiZed test Methods_for
assuring data interchange and for predicting media lifetimes;
Guidance will_be issued to assist Federal agendies in selecting and
eValuating these new systemt.

The projected market potential for_OD3 media and their Atscciated
systems is_estimated to be in the range of $700 million co $13 billion
by 1990. 003 media offer vast data storage capacities on small
surface areas and permit rapid on-line access to these data. 003 are
removable media that have potential for interchange among systems and
for long term preservation of data.
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AUTOMATED SPEECH RECOGNITION

The ICST research in automated speech recognition includes development
of performance measurerent methodologies; creating, distributing and
archiving speech databa.ses; and investigation of continuous speech
recognition methods.

Automatic speech_recognition systems are used for inspection and
inventory applications -- in which people must have their hands and
eyes free to do their jobs -- and a variety of command and_control
applications -- in which voice input is used to control execution of a
computer program or the operation of a machine. However, measuring
and specifying the performance of this technology presents significant
challenges.

Under partial funding_by_the Defense_Advanced Projects Agency (DARPA),
ICST ir developing performance evaluation methods based on databases
consisting of digitized speech and collected under well-controlled
conditions. Within the past year, ICST has worked actively 'with the
Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and the Central
Research Laboratories of Texas Instruments to define, collect and
distribute a robust speech database. Since these databases are very
large, the use of optical disk storage technology and data management
techniques will be investigated.

Speech databases have been collected and made available in the public
domain through ICST, typically on a "loan and copy" basis.
Organizations, including Bell Laboratories, Stanford, Brown, and
Indiana Universities are using these databases in their research
projects.

Ongoing research_in continuous speech recognition at ICST has been
focused on the development_of improved algorithms and software for
phoneticaIly-based recognition of speech. This work supports research
in automated recognition of continuous speech being conducted at
Carnegie Mellon University.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

In addition to the technical assistance projects already discussed in
connection with specific standards efforts, the following activities
took place:

ICST completed its review of the technical aspects of automation
within the Patent and Trademark Office. The review was conducted at
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the request of the Deputy Secretary of Commerce as a step toward
reaching the Secretary of Commerce's goal of a fully automated Patent
and Trademark Office. ICST recommended improved planning for and
implementation of hardware, software and communications Systems.
Other cooperative activities with the Department of Commerce included
technical assistance on export control issues and technical exchanges
on trade-related issues.

Technical assistance was provided to the Office of Management and
Budget in the development of OMB's Five-Year Plan for Meeting the
Automated Data Processing and Telecommunications needs of the Federal
government. ICST developed a technology forecast and other portions
of the plan.

The American National Standards_Institute (ANSI) Board of Standards
Review approved the Standard Format for the Exchange of Fingerprint
Informatiorwhich was issued as ANSI/NBS-ICST 1-1986. Developed by
ICST with assistance from users and vendors of fingerprint
identification equipment, the standard specifida data formats which
enable fingerprint information to be exchanged between different
manufacturers' systems. ICST conducted the review of the standard
under accreditation by ANSI as a canvass sponsor of_information
exchange standards. The standard addresses the problem of
incompatibility between different systems that extract information
from fingerprint_images._ This information relates to discrete
features which are measured, described, and presented in different
ways by different systems. The standard provides a way to convert
data from one system to the form used by another. A new cooperative
development effort was started for a benchmark standard for testing
the performance of automated fingerprint information systems;

The Defense Logistics_Agency began sponsoring a project in office
document interchange and distributed transaction processing that
complements other joint programs that ICST has with varioug DoD
agencies. The first part of the project focuSeS on Study and analysis
of DLA's special requirements for data processing and related
communication capabilities and identification of those standards that
will support the raquirements; Candidate standards include those for
office document architecture (ODA), document interchange format (DIF),
data descriptive file (DDF), and electronic data interchange (EDI).
These standards build on existing and proposed network protocol
standards and are consistent with the Open Systems Interconnction
(OSI) reference model.

Issues to be addressed later in the study include interoperability
between DLA And DLA customer sites,_performance, and reliability of
equipment and software. A requirements document will be developed for
use in acquiring systems for distributed transaction processing. In
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later phasekof:the projectv a prototype faCility will be developed to
demonstrate hardware and software systems that support the concepts of
distributedprocessing. Future plans include use of fiber optic
technology for network interconnections;

Another DoD sponsored project that involves the integration of
different systems is in support of the DoD C-mputer Aided LOgisO.cs
Support (CALS) Program. _1CST effOrts aimed atiidentifyingilenhancing,
and accelerating the implementation of_standards_needed by DoD_for
electronic data transfer.__Projects_were_funded in_both_ICST_and the
National_Engineering_Iaboratory (NEL) and included_work on IGES, for
the transfer_of engineering drawings; Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM)
for_the_transfer of picture data; and Standard Generalized Matkup
Language (SGML) for the transfer of text.

ICST assisted the Defense Communications Agency in building gateways
between Department of Defense protocols_and_Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) protocols. Researchers developed automated
techniques to test implementations of protocols for conformance to OSI
standards. This underlying research to develop tasting methodologies
for OSI standards was done in cooperation with industry and user
organizations. When completed, the tests will be applied by
manufacturers to help develop their products and by users to assure
that the products conform to standards. DoD will use the tests to
facilitate their conversion to OSI networks.

Assistance_was_provided_to_the National Telecommunications and
Information Systems Security Committee established under National_
Security Decision Directive_145 to develop policies for safeguarding
computer and telecommunications systems that process sensitive data.

Other major-technical_assistence projects_included_advisory_services
to the Air Force in the_development_of_their United Local_Area Network
Architecture (ULANA),_ to the Navy in basic_research in_speech_
recognition, and to the FBI in automation of their fingerprint
identification system;

ICST is assisting ISO's Technical Committee 97 by serving_ as the
registration authority for computer graphics standards. Vendors of
products register characteristics that vary across standards
conforming implementations. This allows implementations using the
same characteristics to reference them in the same way.
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$_FLE&IMSTAILF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Department of Commerce awards for major contributions to Department
programs were presented to:

Mabel V. Vickers

Helen M. Wood

David X. Jefferson

Gerard F. Mulvenna

Dennis D. Steinauer

Joan E. Wyrwa

Cc:ad Medal

Silver Medal

Bronze Medal

Brönie Medal

Bronze Medal

Bronze Medal

ICST Director James H. Burrows was appointed_to the_Engineering Researchand Deirelopment Committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), The committee r6views and comments on Federal
government_engineering programs. Burrows was also appointed the chair ofan interagency group that is_conducting a Computer Network Study for theOffice of Science and Technology_Policy. Requested by Congress, the studywill address the networking_needs of academic lind. Federal research
computer programa over the next fifteen years. The study is being
coordinated through the Federal Coordinating Council on Science,
Engineering and Tecnnology.

Helen M, Wood was appointed Vice President for Standarda of the IEEE
Computer Society, the largest society in the Institute for Electrical andElectronics Engineers with nearly 90,000 members world-wide. Wood wasalso elected to a two-year term on the Computer Society Governing Board,and was appointed Editor of the Standard Department for the IEEE Computermagazine.

Robert Rountree was appointed Vice President for Standards of the MAP
(Manufacturing Automation Protocol) Users Group.

Allen L. Hankinson, Systems and Software Technology Division Chief, wasappointed a member of a government/industry committee to review and
develop revisions to the Department of Defense's Software DevelopmentStandard (DOD-STD4167). Developed by DoD after eight years of work and
an investment of about $20 million, the software development standardapplies to the complex software of mission critical activities. One goalof the revision effort is to determine_Lhe potential applicability of thestandard to other DoD functions. _In addition, other government_agencies,such as NASA, are interested in applying rigorous requirements forsoftware development to their complex computer-dependent operations.

Leonard Gallagher was the convenor And the_chair of a new tedltital
committee of Accredited Standards Gommittee X3. The new committee, X312,
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SELECTED-SUFVACPMPLISHMENTS
(Contd, )

is aidressing standards requirements for Presentation_Transfer Syntax_and
Notation. Gallagher also_participates in standards activities of X3H2,
Database, and was the chair of a study,group on data interchange_which
identified standards needs for data interchange between programming
languages, office_systemsi_open_systems interconnection, graphics,
databage, and other software systems;

Software Validation. VerificatiorL Testing. and Documentation, published
by Petrocelli Books, Inc. was editedifrom six reports prepareaby ICSI%
Issued as_NBS Special Publications, these reports cover the overall
software development process and explain the role of_validation,_
verification, testingi an&documentation in achieVing quality software.
ICST_authcrs included staff members Roger Martin, Wilma Osborne, and
Dolores Wallace;

Zella Ruthberg was a member of the U.S. EDP Audit Delegatgon that visited
the People's Republic of China (PRC) and Hong Kong. The visit was
initiated by the Chinese Computer Society, arranged by the Citizen's
Ambassador Program of People to People International, and hosted by the
Chinese Association for Science and Technology (CAST).

David Pallett's article, "Performance Assessment of Automatic_Speech
Recognizers," originally published in the NBS Journal of Research'(Volume
90, Number 5, September-October 1985), was included as a chapter inElectronic Slications.
Published in the United Kingdom by Collins Professional and Technical
Books, and in the U.S. by McGraw-Hill, the book was edited by Dr. Geoff
Bristow as a companion volume to an earlier work.

Care and Handling of Computer Magnetic Storage Media (NBS Spec. Pub_ 500-
101) by Sidney B. Geller was used as the basis for Magnetic Media Archival
Recommendations issued by the International Council on Archives. The
Recommendations were prepared and issued at the request of the council's
Automation Committee to prevent media and data loss due to faulty
handling. The introduction to the Recommendations commends Celler's
"comprehensive research and consolidation of information" on computer
media. Issued in 1983Care and Handling of Computer Magnetic Storage
Media recommends good practices for physical care and handling, protection
from adverse environmental conditions, proper storage and transportation
of media, and recovery of damaged media and data. The Government Printing
Office has sold several thousand copies of the publication. It is also
used as the basis for the General Services Administration's guidance to
Federal agencies.

Fernando L. Podio was elected an Associate Member_by the National Bureau_
of Standards' Chapter of the Scientific Research Society Sigma,Xi and was
appointed as the Chair of the CD-Data Disc Drive/Media Evaluation Croup of
the SpeciAl Interest Group on CD-ROM Applications and Technology (SICCAT).
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PARTICIPATION IN VOLUNTARY STANDARDS COMMITTEES

ICST staff members participate in more than 70 voluntary standards
committees, including the following:

American National Standards Institute
Information Systems Standards Board (Chair)
Tl Telecommunications
X3 Ynformation Processing Systms

International Advisory Committee
U.S. TAG for ISO/TC97/SC21
U.S. TAG for ISO/TC97/SC7

Standards Planning and_Requirements Committee
Programming Languages Study Group
Database System Study Group

CBEMA Standards Policy Management Committee for ANSI/X3

ANSI/X3 technical committees for:
Data communications
Open systems interconnection
Computer graphics
BASIC
COBOL
Data representation
Information resource and dictionary system
Digital magnetic tape
Magnetic instrumentation tape
Magnetic disks
Flexible_cartridge_disks
Codes and character sets
Optical digital data disk
I/0 Interface
Data encryption
Office systems
Optical character recognition
Database
Labels and file structure
Project documentation
Vocabulary

ANSI/X9 technical committee for financial k y management

ANSI/X12 technical committee for electronic business data interchange

International Organization for Standardization technical committees
for:

Office systems
Open systems interconnection
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PARTICIPATIONIN-VOLUNTARY STANDARDS COMMITTEES
(Contd;)

Data communication
Flexible magnetic media
Character sets and coding
interconnection of equipment
Micrographics
Programming languages

Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Standards Board
Local area network standards
Operating systems
Computer Society_Standards_Activities Board
Software_Engineering Standards

Software reliability
Software maintenance
Configuration management
Software quality metrics
Software validation, verification and testing

ASTM Security Systems and Equipment

ANSI/PH 1 Photographic Films, Plates and Papers technical committees

ANSI/PH 5 Micrographic Reproduction

AMerican Society for Testing Materials technical committees

European Computer Manufacturers Association technical committees

Federal Interagency Coordinating Committee on Digital Cartography

Federal Telecommunications Standards Committee

Federal COBOL Task Group

U.S. Board on Geographic Names

Consultative Committee on International Telegraph and telephone
technical committee,-

Data Communications NetWorks

ICST staff members hold positions as officers, international
representatives, and technical advisors in 18 committees;
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r11986

ReSearch_Associates_____
Digital Equipment Corp.,
Manager Software Products

Guest Workers 29
Organizations represented included:

Agence_de_Informatique; France
Atlantic Research Corp.
DepartmentiofiTreasury-
ElectrotethhOlCgy and Teledommunications Institute; Korea
Fairthild Data Corp.
General Motors
IBM

IndustriaI_Technology Institute ,

Korea_Standards_Research Institute
NationaLSe-turity Agenty
Philips,Co: Netherlands
TektronixCOrp.
TsinghUa University; China
UhiVerSity Of Bordeauxi_France
UhiVer-sitY_o_f_Loughborough

PostrTelecommunications Science Research Institute Of
_Heilongjiang; China

Vance Systems

Faculty Appointments

UniVerSity of Delaware
UniVerSity of Maryland
University of Massachusetts I

Worcester Polytechnic Institute



COMPUTER_SCIENCE ANELTECHNOLOWYSERIES
FYI984 - FYI986

NBS Spec; Pub, Title

500-105

500-106

500=107

tvers-ion- Management
Mark Skall, Editor
SN 003-003-02515-1 $6.50

Guide on Software Maintenance
By Roger J. Martin and Wilma Osborne
SN 003-003-02535=6 $2.50

A'Bibilography of the Literature on Optical StoraRe
Technology
By James_R;_Park
SN 003-003-02539-9

500-108 guide on Data-

500-109

500=110

500-111

500=112

500-113

$4.50

Database
Mgement
By Leonard J. Gallagher and Jesse Draper
SN 003=003-02543-7 $3.00

Overview of Computer Security Certification and

Accreditation
By Ulla Ruthberg and William Neugent
SN 003-003-02567-4 $1.50

MiProcomputbrs--Introduction to Features and Uses
By M. Hecht, H. Hecht, and ;7Press
SN 003-003-02560-7 $4.25

Standardization Issues for Optical DigitalA0gtgDiSk--(-0D-1)
Technolozy
By Jean B. Freedman, Editor
PB 84217785 $22.95

Selection of Microcomputer Systems
By John Barkley, Dennis Gilbert, and Al Hankinson
SN 003-003-02553-4

Assessment
cosr Vemelesmn1

By H,-Letmanyi
SN 003-003-02561-5 $2.00

SN numbers - stocked by GPO
PB numbers - stocked by NTIS
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NBS Spec.-Pub-

500=114

500-115

500=116

500=117

500-118

500-119

500-120

500=121

500=122

500-123

SN numbers
PB numbers

IDSKObActIon to Software Packaul
Sheila Frankel4 Editor
SN 003-003-02569-1 $2.25

R1/2Xt_giaLMV""-u
By Leonard Gallagher and Sandra Salazar
SN 003=003=02583=6 $3.25

7b.Herd an Improved FIPS Cost=Benefit

Development and Maintenance
By Mary,Lou Chipman, Marco Fiorello,
Kayi and Patricia Powell
SN 003=003=02591=7 $2.25

Methodo1o2v Phase II.-

Snftutte

Selection and Use of General Purpose,
By_John_Cugini
Volume 1 - SN 003-003-02612-3
Volume 2 - SN 003=003=02163=1

By Daniel R. Benigni
PB 155794 $11.95

Monty Snead, Peg

Programming Languages

$3.00
$5.50

Future Information Technolozv - 1984; Telecommuticationt
By Peg Kay and Patricia Powell, Editors
SN 003-003-02626=3 $9.50

Ay Dennis-D. Steinauer
SN 003=003=02627-1 $3.00

Guidance on Planninz and Implementing Computer Systems
Reliability
By Lynne S. Rosenthal
SN 003-003-02628-0 $2.25

Elizabeth N._Fong, Margaret W_._Henderson, David K.
Jefferson, Joan_M. Sullivan, Editors
SN 003-003-02631-1 $4.50

Guide_on Workload Forecast-ing
By Helen Letmanyi
SN 003=003=02634=4

stocked by GPO
stocked by NTIS
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NBS Spec. Pub; Title

500-124 A Topological Approach to the Matching of Sinzle
Fingerprints: Development of Algorithms for Use-
on Roiled Impressiong
By Malcolm K. Sparrow and Penelope J. Sparrow
SN 003-003-02656-5 $3.00

500=125

500-126

500-127

500=128

500-129

500;130

500-131

500=132

500-1 3

Ittues in the_Manuement of Microcomputer Systems
By John_BarkIey_and Lynne_S. Rosenthal
SN 003-003-02678-6 $2.25

AT-922.1.21-tgAlF1tetpiitttt of Alzorithms for Use on

By Malcolm KSparrow and_PeneIope J. Sparrow
SN 003-003-02680-8 $2.25

Workshop on Analytical and Simulation Modeling-of IEEE
802 4 Token bus_Local Area Networkt
Editor, Robert Rosenthal
SN 003-0903-02660-3 $9.50

Staranz and Operating a Microcomputer Support Center
By Ted Landberg_and Stanley Winkler
SN 003-003-02683-2 $1.75

Software Maintenance Manazement
By James A. McCall, Mary A. Herndon and Wilma M. Osborne
SN 003-003-02681=6 $2.75

Eë-éutive--Gtitde -to Software Maintenatç.g
By Wilma M. Osborne
SN 003-003-02685-9 $1.00

Guide for Selecting Microcomputer
By Charles Sheppard
SN 003-003=02682=4 $2.50

BanchtikatkAnalysis of Database Architecture!
Daniel R._Benigni, Editor
SN 003-003-02684-1

Technology Assessment:
_onsaLWE
By William Neugent, John Gilligan, Lance Hoffman, and
Zella G. Ruthberg
SN 003-003-02686-7 $8.00

are

A Case Study

f

SN numbers - stocked by GPO
PB numbers - stocked by NTIS
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NBS Spec. Pub. Title

500-134 Guide on Selecting ADP Backup Prougling_Adjammagmta
By Irene Isaac
SN 003-003-02701-4 $1.75

500-135
By Lynne S. Rosenthal
SN 003-003-02711-1 $1.75

500-136

500-137

500-138

500-139

500=140

500-141

500=142

500-143

500=144

An Overview of Acceptance Testing of computer Software
By Dolores Wallace
SN 003-003-02172-0 $1.00

security-for-Dial-Up-Lines
By Eugene_F;_Troy_
SN 003-003-02723-5 $3;75

By Gary Fisher
SN 003-00302731=6 $2.25

Páèë
Making It Work _

Elizabeth Fong and Alan Goldfine, Editors
SN 003-003-02738-3 $9.00

Personal=Computer-Networks
By John Barkley
SN 003-003-02746-4 $3.25

Annotated Bibliography on_Software Maintenance
By Wilma_MOsborne and Ron Raigrodski
SN 003-003-02756-1 $6,50

A Management-Overview of Software Reuse
By William Wong
SN 003-003=02757=0 $1.50

Guide to_the Selection and Use of FourthGeneratiOil
Languages
By Martha IC_ Gray_
SN 003-003-02758-8 S325

Edited by Sheila Frankel
SN 003-003-02773-1 $6.00

SN numbers - stocked by GPO_
PB numbers - stocked by NTIS
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Pub. Number

NBSIR 84-9966

grummErzweATIONs

FY 1984 = FY 1986

An IEEE 802;4 Token Bus Network Simulation
By_Jean-Luc_Archambault
October 1984 PB 0-137735 $11.50

NBSIR 84=2984

Ikg)&k!
By Kenncth Dymond
November 1984

NBSIR 84-2985

NBSIR 85-3104

NBSIR 85=3113

NBSIR 5-3138

NBSIR 85-3141

Minutes of the Sixth Workshop for Implementors of
OSI-
By Robert-Toense
NoveMber 1984

Performance Measurement of OSI Class 4 Transport
Implementation
By Kevin Mills, C.M. Chernick, and J.W. Gura
October 1984 PB 85-177657 $11.95

V' %MI Si.17:11.%

By_Raymond_Houghtomand Dolores R. Wallace
February 1985 PB 85-191385 $11.95

Metrics and Techniques to Measure Microcomputer
ProductIvity
By Wilma M. Osborne and Lynne Rosenthal
March 1985

COMSAT/NBS Experiment Plan for Transport Protocol
By Richard Colella; Harnie Wheatley; and
Kevin Mills
April 1985

NBSIR 85=3164 A Techni(a

NBSIR 85-3165

\ .0

DictionarySyStem
Alan_H. Goldfine_and Patricia A._Koenig
March 1985 PB 85-224491 $16;95

Using the_Information Resource Dictionary System
Command Language
By Alan H. Goldfine
April 1985 PB 85=227783 $11.95

SN numbers stocked by GPO
PB numbers stocked by NTIS
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fUb-NUAber

NBSIR 85-3173

NBSIR 85=3236

liras
liatrallraltfasta-12L-DE
By David K. Jefferson and Elizabeth N. Fong
May 1985 PB 85-225217 $11.95

At-NBSHost-to-Front-End-Protool
By C. Chernick
August 1985 PB 85-113966 $11;95

NBSIR 85-3250 glaracteristics and FUnctiops of Softwart
Enzlneering Environments
By Raymond Houghton, Jr. and Dolores Wallace
September 1985 PB 129749 $9.95

NBSIR 85-3296 Performance Measurement Techniaues for
Multiprocessor Computers
By John W. Roberts
February 1986 PB 86-186855 $11.95

NBSIR 86-3324 DALti-A-dilbthlf&LLtiSttrztgLb212ar--29111111U
By Frankie Spielman _

February 1986 PB 86-191152 $22;95

NBSIR 86-3356 Electronic Bulletin Boards
By Ted Landberg
April 1986 PB 86-197209 $9.95

NBSIR -3361 01,111-1e-Dizi tal
rnmimisuedang &lmark

By A. Mink, G. Nachti A. L. Koenig, and A. Holt
Order from NTIS

NBSIR 86-3385

NBSIR 86-3386

NBSIR 86=3395

NBSIR 86-3407

Aplementation Agreements for OvgnSystems
It1terconneetion-PrOt=11
Jerry Hulvennai Editor-
April/May 1986 Available from NTIS

Work Priority Scheme for EDP Audit_and_Computer
Security Review
By Ulla Ruthberg and Bonnie Fisher
August 1986 PB 86-247897 $11.95

EittftiLUtatugaiskutdiLS&tblisilia
ferfOrMenCe-EVAIUStIon of Parallel
By Sandra B. Salazar and Carl H. Smith
July 1986 PB 86-244175 $11;95

An Experiment in Software Acceptance Testing
By Dolores R. Wallace
July 1986 PB 247590 $11.95

SN numbers - stocked by GPO
PB numbers - stocked by NTIS
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Pub. Number

NBSIR 86=3408

NBSIR 6-3416

Title

Study of a Prototype Software Engineering

Eminaamkna_
By Dolores R. Wallace and D. Richard Kuhn
June 1986 PB 245263 $9.95

Simvle_Moltiprocessor Performance Measurement
Teelniques and Examples of Their_Use
ByiAlan-Mink, John W; Roberts; Jesse H; Draper; and
Robert-J, Carpenter
July 1986 Available from NTIS

SN numbers - stocked by GPO_
PB numbers - stocked by NTIS
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PAPERS AND OTRER-PUBLTCATIONS

OCTOBER 1985 = SEPTEMBER 1986

Dymond, Kenneth. _Benchmarking. Encyclopedia of Computer Science and
Technology, Publisher - Mercei Dekker, Inc. Editor - Allen Kent, Univ. of
Pittsburgh. To be published.

Troy, Eugene. Addressing the Telephone Intrusion Threat. Proceedings of
the 4t EC Conference on Computer Security, North-
Holland Publishers. December 1986;

Osborne, Wilma,_and_Martin, RogerBuilding-and Sustaining Maintainable
Software. Journal of Systems_ and-S6ft4ata, Elsevier Science Publishing
Co., Inc. To be published. February 1987.

Osborne, Wilma. SuStaining Maintainable Software. COMPSAC '
Proceedinzs. October 1986.

BranstadDennis_ Considerations for Security in the OSI Architecture.
Proceedings of IBM Europe Conference on 0S-I. 1986.

Blanc, Robert. _NBS-Program it Open Systems Interconnection (0S1).
1986;P cee i of

SteinaUeri Dennis. Securing Your PC -_Which Security,Devices You Should
Seledt. 66Vernment Data Systems; September/October 1986.

SmidMilesBarker,_Elaine; and Balenson, David, The NatiOnal Bnk6An of
Standards Message Authentication-Code (MAC)_Validation System;procedinsoft4--m; September
1986.

Fong, Elizabeth; Goldfine, Alan. Data Base Directions; Information
Resource Management_- Making It Work. ACM SICMOD Record. Sel,tember 1986.
IEEE Comauter Society Database Engineering Bulletin. June 1986.

Skall, Mark. NBS' Role in Computer Graphics Standards. IEEE Computer
Graphics and Anpneationa. August 1986.

Wolf, David; Nugent, Edward; Douglas, Robert; Rosenthal, Robert.
Interframe Timing and Preamble Length Measurement of an IEEE 802.4 Token
Bus Local Bus Area Network Implementation. To be published.

Fong, Elizabeth; Jefferson, David._ Progress Report on the Development of
a Reference Model for DiStributed DBMS. Proceedings 25th Annual Technical
Symosium of the Washington, D.C., Chapter of the ACM. June 1986.

Burr, William. The FDDI Optical Data Link. IE E Communications-Megazine.
May 1986.
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YAPERS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
(Cont&)

Wood, Helen. Emerging Software Standards: Opportunity and Challenge.
ProceedingsofIEEEComputer Standards Conference_1986, IEEE Computer
Society Press. May 1986.

Wallace+ Dolores; Daughtrey, Taz; Fufii, Roger. Case History: Development
of a Software Standard. Proceedings for the IEEE ComputerStandards
Conference 1986. May 1986.

Fong, Elizabeth;_ Jefferson, David. Reference Models for Standardization.
tandards Conference -1986, San Francisco, CA.-.".-

May 1986.

Moore+ALT.; McCabe+ R;M; Standards Format for the Exchange of
Fingerprint Information.
May 1986.

Saltman, Roy. Data Element Standards: Communication Standards for End
Users. Standards
Conference-- 1986. May 1986;

Wallace, Dolores. Federal Software Engineering Standards Program.
Proceedings o ha maceut cal
Validation Conference. April 1986.

.11; Jr-%-.1.1_11.7.021.2.0

Rosenthal, Lynn. A Guide to Integrated Software Government Data
Systems. April/May 1986;

Lyon+_Gordon+_Programming the Parallel Processor.-
Second Svm osium o e o

Froce-dittp=o4=tht..
i North-HollandrArsisirZw_mSrlaAr_mr.mila,,,Armur214,7_

(Amsterdam). To be published.

Pallett, David. A PCM/VCR Speech Database Exchange Format. Proceedings of
ICASSP '86 (International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal
Processing) Tokyo, Japan. April 1986;

Hieronymus, James; Majurski, William. Compensating for Vowel
Coarticulation in Continous Speech Recognition. Ermlitfbiating

on Speech Recognition. February 1986. amiliti86.
April 1986.

Pallettj David. Performance_Assessment_of Automatic_Speech Recognizers.
Electronic-Speech RI-cognition Techniques. Technology:. and Applications.
McGraw HUI Publishing Co; - 1986;

Blanc, Robert. Protocol Testing and Measurement. WmadijocUntai
International Conference, London, England. 1986.
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UPERS_ANDLOTHER PUBLICATIONS
(Contd.)

Smid, Miles. Using DES in IBM PC Compatible Workstations. Pr----A4lizz_of
r_,tzn'_gsktvitntl;A3E1986IEEEWorkal. March 1986.

Blanc, Robert. Closing the Gap Between OSI Standards and Compatible OSI
Products. Computer Magazine. March 1986.

Lyon, Gordon. A Tagless Marking That Is Linear Over Subtrees. Information
Processing Letters. To be published.

Linn, Richard; Favreau, Jean-Philippe. Automatic Generation of Test
Scenarios from Protocol-Specificatons Written in Estelle. To be published.

Heatley, Sharon._ASimplified_Model For_An IEEE 802.3 Lan. Procedings of
ACM SIGCOMM '86 Symposium; January 1986.

Mills, K.; Wheatley, M.; Heatley, S. Predicting Transport Protocol
Performance. Proceedln " " ".-- -" . January 1986.

Kuhn, Richard; Weiser, Mark. Formal Semantics and Program Modification.
To be published

Linn, Richard. Testing to Assure Interworking of Implementations of
ISO/OSI Protocols. To be published.

Wallace, Dolores. The Validation, Verification, and Testing of Computer
Software. P*-oceedinizs of Conference on-Software-Maintenance - 1985.
November 1985.

Goldfine, Alan. The Information Resource Dictionary System. The Fourth
International Conference on Entity-Relationship Approach. October 1985.

Goldfine, Alan; Konig, Patricia. A Technical Overview of the Information
Resource Dictionary System. Computers andStandards, Vol. 4, No. 3, 1985.
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DATE-I985

September 30-
October 3

October 4

October 16-18

CONFERENCES -AND WORKSHOPS

October 1985 - September 1986

EVENT

Eighth National Computer Security Conference; cosponsored by
DOD Computer Security Center

Federal Risk Management Workshop; cosponsored by DOD Computer
Security Center and HQ US Air Force/SITT

Software Testing Conference; cosponsored by National Security
Industrial Association, Department of Defense, IEEE Computer
Society, Association for Computing Machinery, and Electronics
Industry Association

October 21 Federal Council on Computer Storage Standards and Technology

October 22-24 Workshop on Fingerprint Information Standards; cosponsored by
International Association of Identification

October 31 Seminar on Open Systems Interconnection Standards; cosponsored
by Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Associatiol

November 4-8 Meeting of ISO Database Working Group

November 11-13 Conference on Software Maintenance; cosponsored byiIEEE
Computer,Society, DataiProcessing Management Association,
Association for Women in Computing and Software Maintenance
Association

November 13-15 Application Development Productivity Workshops

December 9-12 Workshop for Implementors of OSI

1986

February 2-6

February 10-13

February 11

March 13

Meeting of Task Group X3S3.4, Data Communication Standards

Workshop for Implementors of OSI

Meeting of X12-X9 Task Force; cosponsored by Citibank

Artificial Intelligence Conference; cosponsored by U.S.
Intelligence Community
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DATE.4986

March 19 Federal Council on Computer Storage Standards and Technology;
cosponsored by Special Interest Group on Compact Disc Read-
Only-Memory Applications (U.S. Geological Survey)

March 21 Vitro_Colloquium Series; cosponsored by Vitro Labs and Software
Productivity Consortium

ApriI 1-2 Software Acceptance Test Workshop

April 4 Selection Criteria for Computnr Security Evaluation Methods and
Tööla

April 21

April 29

April 29-
Mey 1

June 6

June 11-12

Cooperative Projects with DoD on Open System Interccnnection

Federal Software Maintenance Users Group

Workshop for Implementors of OSI

Software Standards Test Methods Workshop

Optical Memory Technology Review; cosponsored by Naval Air
Development Center

June -13 Annual Technical Symposium cosponsored by Association for
Computing Machinery

Workshop on FIPS for Information Resource Dictionary SystemJune 26

July 15-16 Workshop on Performance Benchmarks for Automatic Fingerprint
Identification Systems; cosponsored by International
Associtition for Identificaticn and Search

July 21-24 Workshop for Implementors of OSI

August 5-7 Meeting of Committee X385, Digital Magnetic Tape

August 18-21 Meeting of Committee X3H4, Information Resource Dictionary
System

AUgust 26 Federal Software Maintenance Users Group

September 15 Risk Analysis: Methodology & Application; cosponsored by
National Computer Security Center

September 15-18 Ninth National Computer_Security Corference; cosponsored by
National Computer Security Center

September 19 Federal Council on Computer Storage Standards and Technology
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PATE-1986 EVENT

September 22-26 Plenary Meeting of ISO TC97 SC13; cosponsored by Accredited
Standards Committee X3T9

September Meeting of_AmericaniNational StandartN COmmittee X3L2_,
InformationiProcessing Codes and:Charadter_Seta;_cosponsored by
Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association
(CBEMA)

September 29 Workshop fOr Implementors of OSI
October 2

PLANNED CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS

October 1986 - Septetber 1987

October 1 Prime Computer Security Conference; sponsored by Prime Computer
Users Group

October 24-31 Meeting of_ISO_TC17I; Micrographic Standardt; cosponsored by
Association_for:Information aod Image Management and
International Micrographic Conr.tett

November 11-21 Meeting of American National_Standards Accredited Committee
X3V1, Office and Publishing Systems

December 8-12 Workthop for Implementors of OSI

December 16 Federal Software Maintenance UserS Group

1987

March 17-18 Workshop of Factory Communications; cosporisored by IEEE
IndUttkial Electronics Society

April Office Automation and Personal Computing;_cosponsored by IEEE
TC on Office Automa::ion and IEEE TC on Personal Computers

September 21-24 Conference on Software Maintenance - 1987; cotpotsored by IEEE
ComputerlSociety,_Data Processing Mahsgemett AttOciation,_
Attodiation for Computing Machinery, AsSotidtioh for Women in
COmputing and Software Maintenance Attbdiation
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TALKS

During he_past_year, ICST_staff members presented papers and gave talks
to a large number of external organizations, including the following:

American Automobile Association_
American:Society-for Testing and_Materials
Association for-Federal Information Resources Management
Association of Federal:Computer Users
Association for Computing MaChinery SIGCOM '86

Bureau of Census

Chase Manhattan Bank
Chinese Association for Science and Technology
Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association
Computer Networking Symposium
Computer Security Institute

Data Processing Management Association
Defense Computer Graphics Conference
Department of Air Force
Department of Energy
Department of Interior
Department of State
Department of Treasury
Digital_Image Applications Group
DoD Computer Security Center

EDP Auditors Association
EDP Auditors Foundation
Electric Power Research Institute
Electrotechnical Laboratory, MITI (Japan)

Federal Computer_Conference
Federal Council on Computer Storage Standards and Technology
Federal Data Management Users_Group
Federal Office Automation_Conference
Federal Office Systems Expo:
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas
Federal Reserve_Bank_of_Minneapolis
Federal Risk_Analysis_Users_Group_
Federal Software Maintenance Group

General Services AdMinistration
Government Computer Expo Conference
Graphics Communication Association
GUIDE 64
GUIDE/SHARE Interchange Group

Howard Community College
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TALS1
(Contd;)

IEEE E;olumunications Society WOrkthdp_idn COMOUtenaded Modeling,
Analysis, and Design_of Communidation Links and Networks
IEEE Computer Society
IEEE computer Standards Conference_
IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speedh, and Signal
Processing
IEEE Workshop on_Software,Testing
Information Systems Security Attddiation
Interagency Committeeion Informatibn Resources Management
Internal,RevenueiService
International Federation of_Information_Processing
Internatitail Information Integrity Institute

JOhnt Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory

MAP Users_Grdup _

MIS Training Institute

National Asaciciation for State Information Systems
National Computer Security_Conferences
Natitital Security_Industrial Association
NeW York University

OSI_Implementors Workshops
Open Systems Interconnection Forum

People to,People InternationilPeoples' Republic of China
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
PRIME Users Group

Quality Assurance Users Group

Second Conference on Hypercube MidroprOdessors
Social Security,AdMinistration
Society_cf AMerican Archivists
Software Maintenance (CSM-85) Conference
State of Florida

USDA Graduate__SchooI

U.S. PostaI Data Services Center

WWMCCS ADP/WS Security Technical Conference

X/OPEN
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ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS

ICST operates these electronic bulletin boards for information
exchange.

Information about microcomputers and their (301) 948-5717
applications, computer security, and General and 948-5718
Services Administration publications and
activities related to information resources
management.

Information about data management activities (301) 948-2048
and applications and 948-2059

Users can reach the_buIletin boards by dialing the numbers listed
above; Terminals should have the following capabilitieS:

ASCII, 300 or 1200 baud, 8 or 7 bits, even or no parity, I stop
bit.

Ifa connection_is not_estabIished at the end of two rings or if the
Iine is busy, hang up and try again.

After "CONNECT" strike the carriage return twice and the system will be
accessed. The system will now guide you through the bulletin board by
asking key questions and providing helpful menus.
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SPONSORED BY ICST

Federal Data Management Users Croup (FEDMUG): meets three or four
times a year to share information on data administration and
management.

CONTACT: Dan Benign'
A-265 Technology Building
National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, Md. 20899
Telephone: (301) 975-3266

Federal Software Maintenance Grouv(FEDMAIN): meets several times a
year_to exchange information on software techniques; methodologies, and
tools.

CONTACT: Wilma Osborne
B-266 Technology Building
National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, Md. 20899
Telephone: (301) 975-3339

Federal Council on Computer Storage Standards and Technology
(FCCSST): meets several times a year to discuss requirements for
standards and guidelines for information exchange.

CONTACT: Jean Freedman
1152 Technology Building
National Bureau of Standards
Caithersburg, 14d. 20899
Telephone: (301) 975-2922

NBS Workshops for Implementors of Open Systems Interconnection:
meets five times a year to_discuss_detailed implementation
specifications for Open Systems Interconnection Standards.

CONTACT: Gerry Mulvenna
B-217 Technology Building
National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, Md. 20899
Telephone: (301) 975-3631
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fEEKEitki

Approvedi Revised; and Withdrawn

FY1986

FIPS NO. TITLE DATE

FIPS 21-2 COEOL (ANSI X3.23-1985) (Revision) 86 mar 18

FIPS 43 WITHDRAWN

FIPS 44 WITHDRAWN

FIPS 47 WITHDRAWN

FIPS 68-1 Minimal BASIC (ANSI X3.60-1978) (Revision) 85 Dec 24

FIPS 69-1 FORTRAN (ANSI X3.9-1978) (Revision) 85 Dec 24

FIPS 104-1 ANS Codes for the Representation of Names of 86 May 12

Countries, Dependencies, and Areas of Special
Sovereignty for Information Interchange (Revision)

FIPS 119 Ada (ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A-1983) 85 Nov 08

FIPS 120 Graphical Kernel System (GKS) (ANSI X3.124-1985) 86 Apr 18

FIPS 121 Videotex/Teletext Presentation Level Protocol 86 May 06

Syntax (North American PLPS) (ANSI X3.110=
1983/CS T500-1983)

FIPS 122

FIPS 123

FIPS 124

Conformance Tests_for FIPS PUB 100/FED-STD_1041
Version of CCITT 1980_Recommendation X.25,
Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment (DTE)
and Data GIrcuit-Terminatinquipment (DCE)
for_Operation with Packet-Switched Data
Communications Networks

Specification for a Data_Descriptive File for
Information Interchange (DDF)

Guideline on Functional Specifications for
Database Management Systems

61

60

86 May 28

86 sap 19

86 Sep 30



FIRS__PUBLICATIONS__LIST_BY-FIP-S NUMBER 1986 oetobet

_FIT'S NO;

& CATEGORY TITLE
CHANGE

DATE_ NOTICES

0 i(1) 13 General Description_of FIPS_Register 68 Nov 01
1-2 (2&3)S Code for_Information Interchanga,_Its Repre- 84 NOV 14

sentations; Subsets; and Extensions
, (ANSI,X3.471977)- X3.32-1973; X3.41=1974)

2-1 (2) S Perforated TApe Code for Information Inter- 84 Nov 14
Change (ANSI_X3.641965/R1983)_

3==1 (2) S ReCrirded Magnetic Tape for Information Inter- 73 June 30
_change (800 CPii NR2I) (ANSI X3.22-1973)

4 (4) S Calendar Date__ 68 NOV 01
5-1 (4) S States and Outlying Areas of the U.S. 70 June 15 8
6-3 (4) S Counties and County EqUiVelentS of the States 79 Dec 15 8

of the U.S. & DiStriet of Columbia
7 = "WITHDRAWN"
8=5 (4) S Metropolitan Statistical_Areas (MSAs)

_ (Including_CMSAs;_PMSAs; and NECMAs)
9 (4) S Congressional Districts of the U.S. 69 Nov 14
10-3 (4) S CountrieS Dependenciesi Areas of-SpeCial 84 Feb 09

solpeteivity, atid Their Principal_Admin._Divs.
11-2 (3) G Gdideline:_ AtetiCan National Dictionary for 83 May 09

Inform. Processing Systems (ANSI X3/TR-1-82)
12=2 "WITHDRAWN"
13 (2) S Rectangular Holes in-Twelve-Row Punched cards 71 Odt 01

(ANSI X3.21-1967/R1980'
14-1 (2) S Hollerith PUfithed Card Code (ANSI X3.26=1980) 80 Dec 24
15 "WITHDRAWN7
16=1 (2) S Bit_Sequencing_of_Code_for_Information Inter- 77 Sept 01

change in Serial-Br.Bit Data Transmission
(ANSI X3.15-1976/R1983)-

17-1 (2) S Character-Structure and Char. Parity Sense for 77 Sept 01
s6rial-By-Bit Data Communication in the Code
for InfOr0. Viterchg. (ANSI X3.16719761R1983)

18=1 (2) S Character Structure_and_Char._Parity Sense for 77 Sept 01
ParaIlelBy-Bit Data Communication in the-Code
for Inform._Interchg; (ANSI X3.25-1976/R1983)

19-1 (4) G Catalog of Widely Used-Code Seta 85 Jan 07
20 (3) G GhidOlihea for Describing Information Inter- 72 Mar 01

Change_Formats
21=2 (3) S COBOL_(ANSI_X3.23,-1985)_ _ _ _ 86 Mar, 18
22-1 (2) S Synchronous Signaling Rates Between Data Termi- 77 Sept 01

nal_and-Data Communi; Equip. (ANSI X3.1-1976)
23 "WITHDRAWN"
24 ( ) S FlOWthart Sytibola And Their Usage in Informa- 73 June 30

tion Processing (ANSI_X3.574970)
25 (2) S Recorded_Magnetic_Tape for_Information Interchg 73 June 30

_(1600 CPli Phase_Encoded) (ANSI X3;39-1973)
2b (2) S One-Inch_Perforated Paper Tape for-Ihfotniatioh 73 June 30

Interthahge (ANSI X3.18-1967/R1974&1982)
27 (2) s Tatco-vp Relt-i for Oh6=Ihth Perforated Tape for 73 June 30

InforMatIon Interchg. (ANSI X3.20-1967/R1982)

1

84 Oct 31 4

63
61

1

1
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TIPS PUBLICATIONS LIST BY FIPS NUMBER 1986 October
contd.

_FIPS__NO.
_&_ CATEGORY TITLE

CHANGE
DATE NOTICES

28 (4) P Standardization of Data Elements and Repre- 73 Dec 05 1

sentations
29=1 (1&3)P Interpretat1on_Procedures_for FederaI_Infor- 81 Dec 31

mation_Processing Standard Programming
Languages

30 (3) S Software Summary for Describing_Computer 74 June 30
Programs and Automated Data Systems

31 (5) G Guidelines for_Automatic Data Processing 74 June --
Physical Security and Risk HAnagement

32-1 (2) S Character Sets for Optical Chari_Recognition 82 June 25
(OCR) JANSI_X3.2-1970/R1976, X3;17-1981,
X3.49-1975/R19821

33-1 (2) S Character Set for Handprtg. (ANSI-X3.45-1982) ;74 Nov 05
34 (1) P Guide for the Use_of_International System_of 75 Jan 01

Units_(SI) in Federal_Information Processing
Standards Publications

35 "WITHDRAWN"
36 "WITHDRAWN"
37 (2) S Synchronous High Speed-Data-Signaling Rates

Between Data Terminal Equipment and_Data
Communications Equipment (ANSI X3A6-1975)

38 (3) G Guidelines for Documentation of Computer
Programs and Automated Data Systems

39 (5) G Glossary for Computer Systems Security-
40 (2) G Guideline for Optical Character Recognition

Forms
41 (5) G Computer_Security Guidelines for Implementing

the Privacy Act of 1974
42-1 (5) G GuideIines_for_Benchmarking ADP Systems in the

-Competitive Procurement Environment
43 (3) G "WITHDRAWN"
44 (3) S "WITHDRAWN"-
45 (4) G Guide for the Developmentj Implementation_E. 76 Sept 30

75 June 15

76 Feb 15

76 Feb 15

76 May 01

75 May 30

77 May 15

Maintenance_of_Standards_for the_Represeu,
tation_of_Computer Processed Data Elements

46 (5) S Data_Encryption Standard
47 (3) G "WITHDRAWN"
48 (5) G Guidelines-on Evaluation of Techniques for

Automated Personal Identification
49 (5) G Guideline_on_Computer Performance Management:

An Introduction
50 (2) S Recorded Magnetic_Tape for Information Inter-

change 6250 cpi (246 cpmm), Group Coded
Recording (ANSI X3.54-1976)

51 (2) S Magnetic Tape-Cassettes for Information-Inter-
change (3.810_mm [0.150 in] Tape at 32 bpmm
[800 bid], PE) (ANSI X3.48-1977)

64

77 Jan

77 Apr

77 May

78 Feb

78 Feb

15

01

01

01

01

1



& CATEGORY

52 (2) S

53 (3) S

54 (2) S

55DC (4) G

55=1 (4) (7

56 (5) C

57 (5)

58 (4) S

59 (4) S

60-2 (2) S
61=1 (2) S
62 (2) S

63-1 (2) S

63-ISUPPLEMENT
64 (3) C

(5) -G

rt. (4) S
(2)

68=4
6S=1 (3) S
70 (4) S

71 (2) S

72 (5) G

73 (5)

74 (5) G

FIPS PUBLICATIONS LIST BY FIPS NUMBER 1986 October

contd.

TITLE
CHANGE_

DATE NOTICES

Recorded Magnetic Tape Cartridge for Inform. 78 July 15

Interchgi_4-Tracki_6.30_mm (1/4 in)i_63 bpmm
(1600 bpi); Phase Encoded_(ANSI X3.56=1977)

Transmittal-Form-for Describing Computer 78 Apr 01

Magnetic Tape File Properties
Computer Output Microform (COM) Formats and 78 July 15

_Reduction Ratiosi 16_mm and 105 mm
Codes_for Named Populated Places 83 Nov 01 3

Primary County_Divisions4 and _Other
%ocational Entities of the United States

SaAe as 55DC except-without codes. 83 Dec 30

Guideline for Managing Multivendor Plug- 78 Sept 15

Compatible ADP Systems
Guidelines for the Measurement of Interactive 78 Aug 01

Computer_Service Response Time and Turn-
around Time

Representations of Local Time_of_the_Day for 79 Feb 01

Information Interchange (ANSI X3;43-1977)
Representations of Universal:rime* Local-Time 79 Feb 01

Differentialsi and United States Time Zone
References_for Information Interchange
(ANSI X3.51-1975) _

i/0 Channel Interface _ _ 83 July 29 1

Channel Levol Power Control_Interface 82 July 13

Operational Specifications for Magnetic Tape 79 Feb 16 1+F.Rinotice

_Subsystems
Operational_Specifications for Variable Block 83 Apr 14

_Rotating Mass_Storage_Subsystems______
Additional Operational_Specs fcr_VBRMSS_ 83 Apr 14

Guidelines for Documentation of Computer_ 79 Aug 01

Programs-and Automated Data Systems for
the Initiation Phase

Suideline_for Automatic Data Processing Risk 7) Aug 01

Analysis
Standard IndustrIal_Classification_(SIC)_Codes 79 Aug 15

Guideline_for Selection of_Data Entry Equipment 79 Sept 30

Minimal BASIC (ANSI_X1.60-1978) 85 Dec 24

FORTRAN (ANSI X309-1978) 85 Dec 24

Representation of Geographic Point Locations 80 Ott 24

for Information Interchange
Advanced_Data Communication Control Procedures 80 May 14 1

(ADCCP) (ANSI-X3.66-1979)
Guidelines for the Measurement of Remote Batch 80 May 01

Computer
Guidelines

tions
Guidelines

NBS Data

Service
for Security of Computer Applica-

for-Implementing_and Using the
Encryption Standard

65

63

80 June 30

81 Apr 01



YIPS PUBLICATIONs-LIsT BY FIPSIMMBER 1986 October
otd

_FIPS_Ndi CHANGE
A-CATEGORY TITLE DATE NOTICES

75 (5) G Guideline on Constructing Benchmarks for ADP 80 Sept 18
System Acquisitions

76 (5) d Guideline for_Planning and Using a Data 80 Aug 20
Dictionary System-

77 (3) C Guideline for Planning and Management of Data- 80 Sept 01
base Applications

78 (2) G Guideline for_Implementing Advance&Data 80 Sept 26
Communication Control Procedures (ADCCP)

79 (3) S Magnetic Tape Labels_and File _Structure for 80 Oct 17

_Information Interchange (ANSI X3;27-1978)
80 !VITHDRAWN"- 1

81 (5) S DES-Modes of Operation 80 Dec 02 1

82 (2) G Guideline for Inspection and Quality Control 80 Sept 26
for_Alphanumeric_Computer-Output Microforms

_ (AIIM(NMA)MS1-1980)
83 (5) G Guideline on User-Authentication Techniques 80 Sept 29

for Computer Network Access Control
84 (2) S Microfilm-Readers (ANSI/AIIM(NMA)MS20=1979) 80 Oet 31

85 (2) S Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Inks 80 Nov 07

(ANSI X3.8G71980)
86 (2) S Additional Controls_for_Use with_AmeriNatliStd. 81 Jan 29

Code_for Inform. Interchg. (ANSI X3.64-1979)
87 (5) C Guidelines for ADP Contingency Planning 81 Mar 27

88 (3) 0 Guideline-on Integrity Assurance and Control 81 Aug 14

in Database Adtinistration
89 (2) S Optical_Character_Recognition (OCR) Character 81 Sept 04

Positioning (ANSI X3.93M-1981)
90 (2) G Guideline for Optical Character Recognition 83 Sept 29

(OCR) Print Quality (ANSI-X3.99-1983)-
91 ( ) S Magnetic Tape-Cassettes for Information Inter- 82 Mar 12

changei Dual Track Complementary Return-To-
Bias_(CRB) Four-States Recording_on 3.81-mm
(0.150-in) Tape (ANSI X3.59-1981)

92 (4) G Guideline_for_Standard Occupational Classifi- 83 Feb 24

cation (SOC)_Codes
6- (2) S Parallel Recorded Magnetic Tape Cartridge for 82 June 29

Information-Interchange0-4-Tracki 6.30 mm
(1/4 in);:63_bpmm (1600 bpi)i Phase Encoded
(ANSI X3.7271981)

94 (2) G Guideline on Electrical Power for ADP Instal- 83 Sept 21
lations

95 (4) S Codes for-the Identification of Federal and 82 Dec 23 20

Federally-Assisted Organizations
96 (-) C Guideline for Developing and Implementing a 82 Dee 06

Charging System for Data Processing Services
(2) S Operational_Specifications_for_Fixed Block 83 Feb 04

Rotating Mass Storage Subsystems
(3) S Message Format for Computer-Based Message Sys. 83 Mar 01 1
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FIPS PUBLICATIONS LIST BY FIPS NUMBER 1986 October

contd.

FIPS
& CATEGOR7 TITLE

CHANGE_
DATE NOTICES

99

100

101

102

(3) G

(2) S

(3) G

(5) G

Guideline: A Framework for the Evaluation
_and_Comparison_of_Software_Development_Tools:
Interface Between-Data Terminal_Equipment (DTE)
and Data Cireuit,Terminating_Equipment (DCE)
for Operation with Packet-Switched-Data
Communications Networks (FEDSTD1041)

Guideline_for Lifecycle Validation; Verifies-
tion; and_Testing of Computer Software__

Guidelines for Computer Security Certification
and Accreditation__

83 Mar 31

83 July 06

83 June 06

83 Sept 27

103 (4) S - 4or the Identification of-Hydrologie-
in the United States and-the Caribbean

83 Nov 15

-(2 traas(USGS/CIRCULAR#878=A) _

104-1 (4) c r_the Representation_of_Names of 86 May 12
Dependencies; and Areas_of_Special

,eignty for Information Interchange

105 (5) C ,Oine fcr Software-Documentation Manavment 84 June 06

!-06 (5) C GeIlne cn Software Maintenance 84 June 15

107 (2&3)$ LocaL_Area Networks; Baseband Carrier Sense 84 Ott 31

Multiple Access_with Collision_Detection_
Access Method and PhysicaLLayer Specs.4 _

--Link Layer Protocol (ANSI/IEEE 802.2&802.3)
108 (2) S Alphanumeric Computer-Output-Microform Quality 84 Nov 05

Test Slide _(AIIM-M.$28,4983)

109 (3) S Pascal(ANSUIEEE770X3.97-1983) 85 Jan 16

110 (3) G Guideline_for_Choosing_a_Data Managemt Approaeh 84 Dee 11

111 (2) S Storage Module_Interfaces (wlextensions for
enhanced storage module interfaces)

85 Apr 18

(ANSI X3.91M-1982)

112 (5) $ Password Usage 85 May 30

113 (5) S Computer Data Authentication 85 May 30

114 (2) S 200mm_(81n) Flexible Disk Cartridv Track Format 85 Sept 30
Using_Two-Frequency Recording_at_6631_bprad on
One Side - 1.9tpmm (48tp1) for Information
Interchange-(ISO 5654/2)

115 ( ) S 200mm (8in)-Flexible Disk Cartridge Track Format 85 Sept 30
Using Modified FrequencyiKodulation Recording
at_13262_bprad on TWo Sides - 1.9tpmm (48t0i)
for Information_Interchange (ISO 7065/2)_

1 6 (2) S 130mm (5.25in) Flexible Disk Cartridge Track 85 Sept 30
Format Using Two-Frequency Recording at 3979_
bprad on One Side - 1.9tpmm (48tp1) for Infor-
mation Interchange-(IS0-6596/2)

117 (2) S liOmm(5.251n) Pléxiblé Diäk Cartridge Track 85 Sept 30

Format_Using Modified_Frequency_Modulation
Recording at 7958 bprad_on_Two_Sides - 1.9
tpmm (48tpi) for Information Interchange
(ISO 7487/3)

67
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_FIPS NO.
-&--CATEGORY

/PIPS PUBLICATIONS LITT_BTFIPS__NUMBER 1986 October

CHANGE-
DATE NOTICES

eontd

TITLE

118 (3) S Flexible Disk Cartridge_Labelling_and_File 85 Sept 30
Structure_for Information Interchange
(ISO 7665)

119 (3) S Ada (ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A-1983) 85 Nov 08
120 (3) S Graphical-Kernel System (GKS) (ANSIiX3.124-1985) 86 Apr 18
121 (2) S Videotex/Teletext_Presentation Level Protocol 86 May 06

Syntax_(North_American PLPS) (ANSI X3.110-
_1983/CS_T500-71983)

122 (6) T Conformance_Tests_for_FIPS PUB 100/FED-STD 1041
Version of-CCITT 1980 Recommerdation X.25, 86 May 28
Interface Between-Data TerMinal Equipment (DTE)
and Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment (DCE)
for_Operation With_Packet-Switched Data
Communicat!cnis Networ3

123 (3) S Specification for a Data__Descriptive__File for 86 Sep 19

Information_Interchg-(DDF)-(ANSI/ISO 8211-1985)
124 (3) G Guideline on Functional Specifications for 86 Sep 30

Database Management Systems

CATEGORY KEY: (1) GENERAL PUBLICATIONS
(2) HARDWARE STANDARDS/GUIDELINES
(3) SOFTWARE STANDARDS/GUIDELINES
(4) DATA STANDARDS/GUIDELINES
(5) ADP OPERATIONS STANDARDS/GUIDELINES
(6) CONFORMANCE TESTS

S - Standard
- Guideline

P - Program_Information Document
T - Conformance Tests


